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Alex Fraser, is seen here with Cyril Shelford, Skeeno MLA, at the Price Creek washout. 
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Phone 624-6639 
Bank rate 
increased 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Bank of Canada announced 
Sunday an increase in its 
interest rate to 10.75 per cent 
from 10,25 effective today, 
the signal for a further ound 
of increases in borrowing 
charges generally. 
The increase was 
triggered by Washington'., 
action last week in raising 
the equivalent U.S. federal 
discount rate to a record 9,. = 
per cent from 8.5 per cent. 
The jump in the Canadian 
central bank rate of one-half 
of one percentage point, 
although alt" the magnitude 
of the U.S, move, is the third 
such Canadian increase in 
eight weeks. The Canadian 
rate has risen from nine per 
cent since Sept. 12 and from 
9.5 per cent only three weeks 
ago. 
The effect of the moves 
~*" " ~ ,  will be encourage the recent 
.~. . upward trend of all interest 
' .  .%%.:... rates, including charges on 
new and renegotiated 
" ~q~l~~ mortgage loans for homes 
"" ~:~. ,~ , , -~-~ and the yields paid to savers - - . . . -  and com 
- .  "-a%;," "~ ~ '"~:~'+" The rapid recent rise in 
" ~ : : ~  rates, inspired by in- 
~"%. .~"~'~"* ~'i' te rnat iona l  pressures  
" '~eqP I~m~" against the U.S. and Ca- 
nadian dollars, tends to com- 
plicate the problems of 
government economic 
managers. While rising 
The rare Sunday an- would have to follow U.S. 
nouncement followed a rates upward. The govern- 
controversy late last week meat normally avoids ad- 
when Prime Minister vance comment on key 
Trudeau effectively rebuked 
Trade Minister Jack Homer economic moves to dis- 
after Horner had speculated courage speculation in 
that Canadian interest rates financial markets. 
The actionwas 
in the hallways 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- few standing ovations ac- 
corded speakers during the There were dozens of 
speeches delivered during 
the Socialist International 
congress here but many 
delegates said the real action 
|ccured outside the con- 
ference halls when they got 
together to exchange in- 
formation and pledge mutual 
support. 
Many of the speeches were 
pat recitations of socialist 
philosophy, but several 
speakers on the final day of 
the conference Sunday 
aroused delegates with pleas 
for support of their causes. 
Ernesto Cardenal, 
represting the Fronte Sar- 
diniste, which is fighting the 
regime of President 
Anastasia Samosa of Nica- 
ragua, received one of the 
tend interest rates to r ' i r~ ' l l  TO REOPEN ROADS dampen down inflation, they i n  P. "~T also discourage credit pur- "~ 'v  
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Chretien, who consulted his 
In what can only be Highway 37 was and is ciosed The heavy rains and ti " " y maybe four arotmdhere," hesald "In provincial counterparts an s 
flooding which hit the area days, pessimistically seven 
last week knocked out at days. But it will probably 
least three major bridge 
structures on Highway 16 
and washed out parts of the 
More stories 
the last 1o years I've worked 
on three floods ... I don't 
recall anything this major. 
"I was out there about an 
hour before the bridges went 
out, and it was an awesome 
bloody site." 
O'Connor said all available 
~ uipment in the area is ing utilized for the high- 
way reconstruction, and 
residents are also helping 
out on their own. 
"I flew over an area north 
of here tonight (Saturday) 
and there was a guy with a 
farm tractor out sweeping 
crap off the road," he said. 
"We've had people building 
br idges - - jus t  s ta r ted  
working on them them- 
selves. You see things like 
that and it really encourages 
you." 
take another week after that 
to get the read up to what we 
would call a half-decent 
standard." 
O'Connor said the first 
road through would be single 
described as a phenomenal 
effort, the highways 
department has been 
working ,around the clock to 
get men and equipment into 
reopen roads cut by last 
weeks heavy rains and 
flooding, 
The Highways Depart- 
ment District Manager for 
Terrace, Mike O'Conner, 
said the storm, which 
dropped almost a foot of rain 
in three days, was a once in 
200 years event. 
Whik' men and equipment 
started working from this 
end, crows were also 
working from Smithers this 
way and every available 
piece of equipment in bet- 
wean was being put into use, 
including farm tractors, to 
dear the roads, The two- 
pronged attack continued 
today on Highway 16 East, 
Men and equipment from 
logging and construction 
camps were drafted and 
working on the road north. 
pages  2,3,4 lane in many areas and mere 
will be about six large areas 
road in at least 25 other of the highway that won't 
places, have two-lane traffic until 
Thewashouts, particularly next year. 
between here and Smimers, He said the flooding, most 
have left several small of which was caused by high 
communities without access water levels in creeks 
to major centres, flowing into the Skeena 
O'Connor said in an in- River, was almost un- 
terview Saturday that ex- predictable. 
perienced bridgemen and "The water came down 
highway construction ex- with such a tremendous 
ports were being brought intensity, that nobody .here 
can recall anything that 
severe in their lifetime 
BODIES FOUND 
IN TRAIN IVR E C K 
from Kitwanga to Cranberry 
Junction but the Nass Road 
is now passable for trucks. 
The read to Prince Rupert 
opened Saturday after a 
tense two hours while crews 
shored up the Polymar 
Bridge which had floated 
free of its foundation and 
shifted several feet down- 
stream. The convoy of 
construction equipment 
which came up on the Queen 
of Prince Rupert was held up 
while that work went on and 
the convoy was used to test 
the bridge out before other 
traffic was lead through the 
area by pilot cars. The road 
to Kitimat was opened single 
lane Friday. The bridge to 
Kitimaat Village is expected 
to be under construction if
not completed today. 
More than 150 men and at 
least 100 pieces of equipment 
started work Saturday in one 
of the largest highway 
reconstruction projects in 
the province's history. 
FRASER SAYS 
here from all over the 
province. 
"We're going to work as 
long and as hard as the 
people can stand it, until we 
have an acceptable access 
into Terrace," he said. 
"1 would think op- 
became low enough that 
divers were net needed to 
recover the bodies which 
were found in me train. 
CNR crews are now 
working to repair the 
damage to the track and 
remove the wreckage 
from the site. 
No word on aid 
Provincial Minister of 
Highways Alex Fraser said 
in a press conference in 
Terrace Sunday that the 
government hasn't made 
any decision yet as to 
whether or not aid will be 
made available to those who cabinet approval. He said 
suffered losses due to the" the matter of compensation 
heavy rainfall and flooding was another matter. 
which has played havoc with At the press conference 
this area over the past few Fraser said he understood 
days. that the federal government 
"We don't have the full had made an offer to match 
story on the damage yet , "  funds made available to 
about the economic 
problems here Thursday and 
Friday, is preparing a new 
tax and spending budget for 
later this month. He wants to 
generate spending and jobs 
without aggravating in- 
flationary trends. 
This second rise in the 
bank rate in three weeks 
came in a two-paragraph 
written statement by Gerald 
K. Bouey, governor of the 
Bank of Canada. He said 
only that the move responds 
to "the rapid increase in 
interest rates in the last fe~, 
days in the United States 
associated with that coun- 
try's efforts to contain 
domestic in f la t ionary  
pressures and to support he 
external value of its 
currency," 
That statement reflects 
the conventional view of 
Canadian authorities that 
interest rates in Canada 
must be kept higher than in 
the U.S. in order to attract 
U.S. and other foreign in- 
vestment funds. 
The inflow" of investment 
money is needed to offset a 
perennial deficit in other 
international transactions 
and to maintain the ex- 
change rate of the Canadian 
dollar abroad. 
Bennet t  beenSaid Fraser, who has also compensate private in- 
appointed by Premier dividual residents for their 
Bill Bennett as minister in losses but he would have to 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
British Columbia ministry of 
tourism sent a thank-you 
letter to a Vancouver Island 
environmental group four 
days after the group placed a 
display advertisement i  a 
Seattle, Wash., newspaper 
criticizing the government. 
The ad, adjacent o one 
placed by the ministry, 
advised tourists from the 
United States to hurry to 
Cowichan Bay on the Island 
before the government 
destroyed it with industrial 
development. 
During production of the 
newspaper, the ad somehow 
slipped into the govern- 
meat's co-operative ad 
boosting tourism. 
Four days later, John Plul, 
the ministry's attractions 
and special events director, 
wrote the environmental 
group, thanking them for 
"providing Seattle readers 
with specific details as to 
why they should come up and 
enjoy a vacation in our prov- 
ince." 
But later, in an interview, 
Plul said: "it's unfortunate 
they had to put something 
like that in there." 
charge of dealing with the 
situation here. 
Fraser said he would be in 
the area Sunday but would 
go back to Victoria today and 
arrange for a cabinet 
meeting Tuesday. 
He said he would be trying 
to do a rough estimate on the 
damage to reads and to 
hydro lines, also a provincial 
government responsibility. 
Fraser, who was trapped 
in the area overnight earlier 
in the week by the storm 
which dumped almost a foot 
of water in three days, said 
Sunday the government has 
the money available to 
repair the reads and power 
lines, lie said the funds 
would come from surpluses 
and through special 
warrants requiring only 
look into that. 
Fraser epeated highways 
officials statements hat the 
main priority was to get 
access to the remote areas 
cut off by road washouts. 
The highways department 
hopes to have most roads 
open Friday. Fraser said the 
several major bridges 
washed out would take 
considerable r -engincering. 
"It could be two to three 
years to get the highway 
back to the way it was," 
Fraser said, noting that 
three of the bridges which 
were washed out were only a 
decade old, 
"1 fear the damage is still 
going ,m," Fraser said, 
eonlmenting that as the 
Skt~,lla River t'ccedes banks 
will continue Io cave in 
promises 
support 
VICTORIA tCP) -- 
Premier Bill Bennett said 
Friday the provincial 
government will spare no 
expense in cleaning up the 
mess left in the wake of se- 
vere flooding in several 
nor thwestern  Brit ish 
Columbia communities. 
"The first priority at this 
time is to do the clean-up, re- 
store the transportation a d 
all the utilities, make sure 
there is no further loss of 
property and to try and get 
on with the rebuilding," 
Bennett said. 
Searchers recovered 
the hndi~ of Francis 
William Watson, age 48, 
and Kenneth Scott 
Batsman, age 45, 
Saturday morning at the 
CNR derailment three 
miles west of Usk. 
The Skeena River 
three-day congress. 
Asking for financial and 
moral support for his group's 
fight, Cardenal said the civil 
war was continuing in Nica- 
ragua with Samoza's forces 
systematically killing youths 
suspected of supporting the 
Sardinists. 
"The pity is, that we will 
be without youth because 
they are being killed every 
day in every part of the 
country," he said in an in- 
terview. 
"Samoza has destroyed 
the cities but he has not 
destroyed the opposition at 
all." 
Ruben Berries, president 
of the Puerto Rican In- 
dependence Party, told 
delegates that 20 Latin 
American parties have 
endorsed a declaration 
supporting his group's bid 
for independence •from the 
United States. 
He said Puerto Rico "is the 
last classic example of a 
colony in the whole'of the 
Americas," 
Berries said Latin 
American support would 
increase pressure on the U.S. 
to find a solution to the 
Puerto Rican problem. He 
said he hoped such a solution 
could be reached by negotia- 
tion. 
During Sunday's essions, 
delegates dealt with the 
problem of human rights, an 
issue introduced by David 
Lewis, former leader of the 
New Democratic Party, 
which hosted the congress. 
Lewis said it was time that 
Western powers take ef- 
fective action to aid the 
liberation movement in 
southern Africa. 
"The time is long overdue 
for some genuine generosity 
of spirit and for determined 
and effective aid to those 
fighting the regimes in 
southern Africa," 
Lewis said that arousing 
Western ations to the fight 
for human rights in many 
developing nations is similar 
to the difficulty in per- 
suading Canadians of the 
threat of fascism in Europe 
before the Second World 
War. 
"An effective call to arms 
by this international and the 
coordinated campaign ol 
education among our own 
people and of aid to these 
fighting for freedom would 
be a signal for action in 
many parts of the world." 
Sadat moves toward peace 
CAIRO tAP) -- Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat was 
reported Sunday to have 
given his negotiators "clear 
instructions" to seek a 
strong link between a peace 
treaty with Israel and a 
solution to me Palestinian 
question, Prime Minister 
Mustafa Khalil said Sunday. 
Hard-liners at the Arab 
summit meeting in lraq, 
meanwhile, proclaimed 
Sadat's refusal to meet with 
emissaries from the Bagh- 
dad summit to be a vin- 
dication of their campaign to 
eject the Egyptian from the 
Arab camp. , 
A four-man delegation 
from the summit arrived in 
Cairo on Saturday to try to 
urge Sm'lat o give up his 
phms for a separate peace 
with Israel, but the Egyptian 
leader woula not receive 
mere. 
The Baghdad meeting 
ended Sunday night with 
Iraqi President Ahmed 
Hussan al-Bakr announcing 
that "positive results" had 
been achieved. 
"Enemies of the Arab 
nation and hateful elements 
thought we would not suc- 
ceed," he said. "They spread 
rumors and propaganda, but 
our national will prevailed 
above all." lie declined to 
elaborate and said details 
would he announced later. 
Egyptian Prime Minister 
Mustafa Khalll told repor- 
ters after a 45-minute 
strategy session with Sadat 
and his top aides that a 
comprehensive Middle East 
~ttlement "can never be 
agreed upon if the legal 
position of the Palestinians is 
ignored," 
Sadat had'summoned his
advisers to review, the 
progress of the Egyptian- 
Israeli peace talks in 
Washington and get a brief- 
ing from his top two negotia- 
tors, liutros Ghali and 
Osama eI-Baz, They flew to 
Cairo from the U.S. capital 
Saturday night for con- 
sultations and are expected 
to return Tuesday after 
going over texts of a 
proposed Egyptian-Israeli 
treaty with Sadat. 
It was not clear whether 
major obstacles or just 
minor d i sagreements  
remain in tilt' path of a 
treaty. Itoth Klmlil and Vice- 
I'resich, nt Ihmny Mnbarak 
refused to speculate oil when 
a treaty might be signed, but 
Sadat is known to want an 
agreement in hand by Nov. 
19, the first anniversary of
his trip to Jerusalem. 
Khalil told reporters 
progress had been made in 
Washington. Mubarak said 
"there are still some issues 
that should be discussed" 
but refused to elaborate. 
The major oustanding 
issue still appears to be the 
question of linkage. Israel 
has maintained there should 
be no tie between a peace 
treaty that will establish 
diplomatic and cultural 
relations between the two 
countries and the progress of 
negotiations over the West 
Bank of the Jordan River 
and the tiaza Strip, tKdh 
Israeli-occtipied. 
Egypt has imisted that the 
pace of detente with Israel 
be linked to progress on the 
Pa les t in ian  quest ion 
Mubarak said progress on 
this and other issues depends 
on me Israelis. "We have our 
principles and we stick to 
them," he said. 
In Jerusalem on Sunday. 
the Israeli cabinet debated 
but did not act on military 
aspects of the proposed 
Israeli-Egyptian treaty 
After the six-hour cabinet 
session. Deputy Prime Min. 
isler ¥1gael Yadin. com. 
masting on reports from 
Washington that most work 
on the treaty has been 
completed, said "obviously 
Ihere are starters about 
which there is no 
agree lnt ,  n l  , ' "  
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FOR THIS AREA 
Two-day downpour 
broke the records 
By now we all know about 
the record rainfall the 
Terrace area experienced 
last week, the one that 
caused floods and highway 
closures. 
Apparent ly .  a ma jor  
weather system came out of 
the Gulf of Alaska, and 
stalled approx imate ly  60 
miles south of Kitimat in- 
stead of moving on right 
away llke these systems 
usually do. Since we were 
right underneath e system 
at the time, we caught he 
full effect of it, and con- 
sequently all that "liquid 
sunshine ' was dumped upon 
us whether we wanted it or 
not. 
It's highly unusual for a 
Pacific weather system to 
give more rain to Terrace 
than Prince Rupert, but 
that's just what this front 
did. During the two day 
period of Tuesday and 
Wednesday, Terrace ex- 
perienced 203.9 millimeters 
or almost 8 inches of rain, 
which is approximately 
twice that received by 
Prince Rupert. The t14.8 
than two hours at any one 
time, but on Tuesday, it fell 
at that pacefor  more than 
six hours straight 
Apparently, another 
system is moving in on the 
area, and much the-same 
pattern is developing that 
gave the region its heavy 
rainfall. This system wi l l  
millimeters that fell upon us probably bring more rain but 
Tuesday is an all-time nowhere near the amount 
record for this area for any experienced last week. It 
24.hour period any time of will, however, keep the 
year. already high waters at a 
constant level, and possibly 
'Heavy rain', according to cause them to rise another 
the weather office, is any inch or two. The cloud does 
rain that falls at the rate of have a silver lining, though. 
7.6 millimeters per hour. There are signs of cooler, 
Rain never usually falls that drier air moving in to the 
heavily in this area for more area, and we could even 
have some sunny periods by 
Wednesday. 
There have been four or 
five times over the past 
thirty years that the Kitimat 
area has experienced very 
heavy rainfall over a three 
or four day period, but 
nowhere near the amount 
that fell last week. It's 
something that seems to 
happen about once every five 
years. 
To give one an idea of just 
how strong this system is, it 
hasn't quit yet. After parking 
itself here for longer than 
expected, itmoved east, and 
brought heavy snowfall to 
most of Alberta. It kept right 
on going, and Saskatchewan 
has experienced heavy rains 
from the same front. Repair crews begin reconstructing the washed out road to Ole's 
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BUT IT HURTS 
True grit was shown here 
The grit and determination 
of several thousand persons 
in this west central British 
Columbia community will he 
pushed to the limit in the 
next couple of weeks as they 
attempt to repair flood- 
ravaged homes. 
Several oldtimers aid the 
rains that deluged this area 
the past few days were the 
worst anyone has seen. 
But despite the tremen- 
dous' losses uffered and the 
hardships the people seem to 
be accepting the reality of it 
all very well and are starting 
the clean-up with the self- 
reliance that is part of the 
spirit of the north. 
"In times of emergency 
it's amazing how people 
really come together," said 
local MLA Cyril Shelford. 
"Everybody is doing ex- 
tremely well considering the 
circumstances." 
One of the hardest hit 
areas was the small com- 
munity of New Remo just 
south of here on the Skeena 
st ,~ 
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Departm~'ttl of iiigh ways ¢.rews are betsy repairing three bridges 
River. More then 30 houses 
in the area, which is in the 
centre of an area once 
designated a flood plain, 
were under several feet of 
water and area residents are 
worried they will have 
trouble receiving aid 
because of the area they live 
in. 
"I knew darn well my 
home was in a flood plain 
when I bought it," said 
William Saumure. "But I 
just couldn't afford to buy 
anywhere lse." 
Saumure, who paid $26,000 
for the house last year, said 
the damage to his basement 
and foundation could be as 
muchas $15,000, money he 
doesn't have. 
"A lot of people in the 
area, it's all they can to do 
meet the monthly 
payments," hesaid. "A lot of 
them are going to go under 
soon." 
"As far as I'm concerned 
the government should come 
in and compensate us for 
some of our damages. It's 
just too much for us to pay 
the whole costs ourselves. 
Both Barney Lane of the 
provincial emergency 
progr/im and Shelford said 
the question of compensation 
for flood victims, especially 
people who live .in a flood 
plain area, ~,ill have to he 
decided later. 
"There's still a lot of 
questions that have to be 
answered at this time," 
Shelford.'said.' "But it's a 
darn goud,thing the govern- 
ment has. got a surplus, 
because ifwe didn't we'd be 
in real trouble. 
Lane said the flood plain 
problem has been a touchy 
one for the government for 
some time. 
"After one flood, you don't 
want to start making a 
business out of it," he said. 
"It's a consideration that 
I'm sure troubles a lot of 
people.'.'. /.Ji.:~. ~:. ' 
Besides ~/obv ious  losses 
~,p~c~ as h..~"~ and bridges 
and land, there were several 
minor scenario6 pointing out 
the wide-spread estruc. 
tiveness of the raging floods. 
A rock band, on its way to 
Terrace from Vancouver 
was stranded between 
Kit!mat and here by a 
washed out bridge. 
The band was airlifted out, 
but their ton and a half of 
sound equipment is still 
sitting abandoned on the 
highway. 
A woman from Stewark 
B.C. came here for a doctors' 
appointment Tuesday and 
was stranded. She is flying 
out to Prince Rupert today 
and then on to Stewart. 
"The thing I'm most upset 
about is that it's going to cost 
me just as much as it would 
if I'd gone to Vancouver. 
A couple from Telegraph 
Creek, B.C. suffered an even 
worse tragedy. The couple 
was stranded by the wash 
out. The couple's two.month 
old baby died, apparently a
crib death, while they were 
here. 
WORST IS OVER 
i 
Kitimaat has power 
After two days without highways department of- Maitland said he understood 
vower. Kitimaat Village ficial said Sunday that they that it could be several days 
residents had the lights back 
on Friday night. The native 
village across the Wbatle 
Creek from the District of 
Kttimat was cut off when a 
bridge collapsed Tuesday 
night, causing water to back 
up and flood many of the 100 
homes. It is however, no 
longer completely isolated 
as residents use boats to get 
across the creek. 
A Bailey bridge, one of the 
ones ferried into Prince 
Rupert and trucked up to 
Terrace from there, is to be 
taken down to Kitimat. A 
hope to have the crew 
working on that as soon as 
possible. He said the bridge 
will probably be up Monday. 
Brendon Maitland said in a 
telephone interview from 
the village Friday that three 
boats were being used to 
ferry villagers back and 
forth to where they could get 
a bus into Kitimst. 
"The water has gone down 
quite a bit," Maitland said. 
He said many of the 
residents were starting to 
clean up after having as 
much as five and six feet of 
water in their basements. 
before a bridge was brought 
in and that it might probably 
be only a foot bridge. 
He said many of the 
Kitimaat Village residents 
were hard hit by the flooding 
and one woman apparently 
lost two freezers full of food. 
The water source for the 
village washed out by the 
rising water and villagers. 
who had been cooking on 
camp stoves with white gas 
brought in by helicopter, had 
been boiling their water. 
Kitimaat Village is home 
for about 1,000 persons. 
& 
Water Lilly Bay Resort is surrounded byLakelse 
Lake. David Ih~,,en-Colthurst~ home (above) 
has about three feet of water inside. 
? 
!7! , 
Lakelse was one of. the 
worst hit by the f lood 
by Brian Gregg 
Grim-faced residents of 
Lakeise Lake are salvaging 
their homes after the worst 
flooding in that area since 
1935 and reconstruction of
roads, telephone and power 
lines are in progress. 
One resident shook his 
head and fought back tears 
when asked how the situation 
was. Other residents Just 
slioek their heads and enid 
their neighbourhoed was in a 
mess and they had never 
seen anything like it. 
People living near Granite 
Creek on First Ave. were 
shoveling, mud from their waves, said Lloyd John- 
homes on Sunday. The creek stone, his father. 
overflowed its .banks and "It is impossible to 
went through the people's , estimate the damage at this 
yards, point," Lloyd Johnstone 
High winds, sometimes said. "It is a bad time of 
reaching as much as 115 year...nothing will dry out 
mhelelele~ , knocked cabins off during winter. If this had 
posts and then the happened in April we would 
waters came to wreck fur. have been better off." 
*her carnage. The lake on Saturday at 
Mel Johnstone, a noon was still higher than the 
helicopter pilot who lives at last flood which occurred in 
the lake, was one of the. 1958, he said. 
le who was badly hurt The road to Ole's Place is 
st week's deluge. The severed in two places bet- 
floor of his home moved up ween Third Ave. and First 
and dawn one foot with the Ave. Flooding created a 
OTHERS ALRIGHT 
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guBy between First Ave. and 
the shoreline at Ole's Place. 
That whole area is littered 
with driftwood, although the 
water has moved back 
towards the shoreline. 
B.C. Tel crews and B.C. 
Hydro crews were working 
together last weekend to 
bring power and telephone 
service hack to the residents. 
In some places packages of 
food, like thawed sirloin 
steaks, have been discarded 
among piles of garbage in 
people's yards. Many 
residents went without 
power for three days. 
Some were just wiped out 
family," said Wellington, 
whose brother was in 
hospital with a broken eck 
suffered in an aocldent on a 
washed out section of High. 
way 16. "I don't knew what 
my dad's going to do now to 
re~ver his lasses." 
Wnillngton and dozens of 
others in similar situatlons 
are looking to the provincial 
government for ald but they 
had net, as of Saturday 
designated the area for 
disaster reHd. 
The provincial govern- 
merit has. set up an 
emergency relief centre and 
coordinator Barney lane 
was up Friday looking over 
the area. 
*'We're just telling people 
to keep track of all their 
losses and wait until the 
provincial government gives 
some sort of direction in the 
matter," said lane, 
"We were out to view"the 
whole thing by helicopter 
and the road west is in fairly 
good shape and they an- 
ticipate having it open 
tomorrow (Saturday)," 
Lane said. 
• by Gary Kingston 
One week ago, James 
Wallington's commercial 
trout farm on the Skeena 
River at Cedarvale, about 60 
kllometres north of here, 
was stocked with close to 
7,000 fish. 
Now it's empty, nine years 
of hard work washed away 
by flooding that ac- 
companied heavy rai~ '.hat 
hit this region. 
"He's spent nine years 
working on that farm and 
had about $~,000 worth of 
fish," said Wallington's son, 
Glen. "The water just rose 
right over the dyke~ be had 
built and destroyed 
everything." 
The rain-swollen river, 
which has now subsided, also 
caused several thousand 
dollars damage to 
Walliagton's house. 
"The house was com- 
pletely flooded," Glen 
Wellington said. "tie had to 
cut a hole through the living 
room wall to let the water 
run through." 
"It's just been a tough 
week all around for the 
, :  - ~ ,~ , ~ 
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"There are still some 
communities in the 
Cedarvale and Kitwaneool 
area that have no facilities. 
We're arranging now to take 
in immediate needs-- 
medicines, perhaps baby 
formulas and to evacuate 
anybody who may be ill." 
Lane said there have been 
no serious problems with 
medical care or lark of food, 
but "if some of these com- 
munities don't get access to 
the outside within the next 
two or three days, then the 
pressure will build up." 
The bridge end road 
washouts along Highway 16 
have isolated several omall 
communities beside the 
highway, but have not 
broken the spirit of the 
residents. 
Power and telephone 
service was restored to most 
areas by Friday and 
helicopters with PEP per- 
sonnel' were •flying in 
Saturday to. check for im- 
mediate needs such as food 
and medical. 
"We're alright here," said 
/ Marge Sadgeway of 
, ~t~ ~ ,~: 
Cedarvale. "The power 
came back on last night 
(Friday). That was our 
biggest worry because we 
didn't have any more coal oil 
to light the stoves. We've all 
got food though. Nobody's 
going to starve to death." 
Ode of the biggest worries 
now for people in the 
outlying areas is the 
isolation factor. R~idents in 
Cedarvale and Woodcock, 
another five kilometres 
north, cou!d be without road 
access to Terrace for several 
more days. 
Several  school-age 
children were unable to 
return home after the rains 
washed out Highway 16. 
They are being billeted in 
Terrace as are other 
residents of cut-off areas. 
"I just found out yesterday 
cFriday) where one of my 
daughters i .staying," said 
Ruth Hayward of Woodcock., 
I still don't know where the 
others are." 
"That's the toughest parl 
about being out here with nc 
radio or telephone contact 
But at least I know they'r~ 
all right." 
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Department of Highways is adding up the total dantage 
Jarsma happy to be home 
Highway 16 East one mile 
west of Price Creek, and 
Wellington, who lives in 
Kitwanga, spent Wednesday 
nlght and Thursday morning 
trapped after their trunk 
went off the end of a washed 
out bridge. Wellington is still 
in Mills Memorial Hospital 
with a fractured neck from 
by Gz,~g Mlddletan 
Joseph Jarsma had 
iff~Llting but good words for 
• I~ survey crew who took 
care of him and his friend, 
James Wellington, while 
they were trapped on the 
highway between washouts 
following a car accident. 
Jerome, who lives on 
~'~ ~. ,.~: 
. . . . . . . .  
the accident. The pair were peddles but he worked 
airlifted out by helicopter himself loose so he could 
Thursday and taken to help hisfrieud. 
hospital. Jarsma was Jarsma said the survey 
treated and released, crew was right there and 
Jarsma said ia an in- th(.y helped carry Wallington 
torvlew in the helicopter' away from the car. The 
taking him back to his wife survey crew radioed in for 
and family who were help but were told ther.e was 
no way to get to them stranded on their farm that it 
was fortunate the survey 
crew was there. 
"We would really have 
been up the creek," Jarsma 
said as he described how the 
four-wheel-drive truck went 
off the end of the washed out 
bridge and into the gravel 
bar there. 
tle said they knew they 
were cut off on the west by 
the mud slide and. were d~ing 
about 40 mile~ an lmur as 
they approached the bridge. 
Jarmna, who said he was 
driving, said everything 
looked fine and that they had 
no indication that the bridge 
was out. 
"We just went off the end 
of the bridge, head on," 
Ja~ma said. 
He said' Walllngton was 
kneeked unconscious in the 
accident. 
Jarsma said he had the 
wind knocked out of him and 
his foot was caught in the 
David Bowen.Colthuret, 
owner of Water Lily Bay 
Resort, eaya he hopes people 
will now listen to his 
suggestion' that creeks. ~d 
rivers into Lakelne x,aae 
should be controlled. 
He said it in impeeslble to 
control the amount of water 
flowing through streams but 
the flow into the lake can be 
controlled. Bowen-Colthurst 
is a former director of the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine and his proposal was 
net accepted by the 
department of fisheries 
because it said such controls 
would affect the delicate 
spawning rounds. 
His home at Water LBy 
Bay began to flood on 
Wednesday night, he said. 
"We had everything up, 
but it just wasn't up high 
enough," he said. There is 
about three feet of water 
throughout his home. 
Boats are overturned in 
small trees at the resort. 
Other boats are partially 
sunk where people used to 
drive their ears up to put 
' boats into the water. Barrels 
for gasoline and propane lie 
in bushes where high waters 
carried them. 
The damage to boats at the 
lake is unknown but it is 
expected to be high: 
Everyone at the lake is still 
reeling from the heavy blow 
to their homes andes(heir ~ 
lifestyle. ~ : 
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Jarsma embraces his family 
Boats  a re  swamped or  in  t rees  a t  Lake lse  Lake  
Only the ducks and geese find some coin fort in last week's deluge 
. . . . .  Milk, food and gas .~;:~. :~., 
[~ ~ ' ~,'- 
~ Terraee.Kitimatresidenia He said the biggest about the 6,o00 feel el 
: , . : '  were unable to buy milk late problem is going to be the pipeline that is in the river. 
Saturday afternoon and weather but under fair There are not any' breaks 
early today but supplies conditions the bypass hould 
were expected to be in the be completed by Tuesday or 
stores by early this af- Wednesday. 
ternoon. When the bypass is 
Bill Ingles, district completed the company will 
manager for Dairyland, said. be able to pressure up the 
some people panieed when system back to Prince 
they heard there was a milk George so that if there are 
shortage and bought more eny future breaks elsewhere 
Lban they needed, in the line the gas can be 
A barge carrying 4 ~ contained until needed 
Iha. of milk for Terrace a:',~ repairs are made, said Low. 
Kitimat was expected to 
arrive from Vancouver at 
gitimat about 3 a.m. today 
for the two communities. An 
estimated 3,t~} Ibs. of milk 
are needed each day. SimiLar 
barges are expected to 
arrive at Kitimat on Tuesday 
and Thursday, he said. 
Milk for this area is 
shipped from Smithers on 
llighway 16 but the highway 
is not expected to be open, 
until Friday. Ingles said 
there should be enough 
Vancouver milk to supply 
Terrace and Kitlmat, if 
company customers are 
cooj,:ating, he said, and the 
estirl~::%"'~s for fuel con- 
servatio,,: , .: ~g,.epair work 
seem to be :,: ...... ~'z, at this 
point, 
The comPany is ¢. ~:': 
Ii yd.ro ...... 
T~:e Provlne~l Electrical 
E~L~f l,~ipaetion Depart- 
ment h~s Issued the 
fo l lew~ general statement 
In connection with wiring: 
because of the weather. 
The two spent what Jar- 
sma described as a painful 
night. Wellington regained 
consciousness and was in 
quite a bit of pain, according 
to Jarsma who suffered a 
number of cuts and bruises 
and was still limping 
Saturday. 
Jarsma said he was finally 
able to get in touch with h!s 
wife Judy ou Friday. He sam 
she was fine and the house 
was alright but that hey had 
lost a couple of calves. 
Judy and the children 
came out of the couple's 
homestead at the sound of 
the helicopter and Jarsma 
limped away from the craft, 
bJrning to wave goodbye to 
the pilot and Highways 
Depar tment  Dist r ic t  
Manager Mike O'Connor 
who was also on the flight. As 
the helicopter took off again 
the family moved in to help 
Jarsma into the house, 
yet, he said, but another 
deluge could create 
problems. 
The Copper River washed 
out the road to where the line 
was broken. Low said trees 
and stumps were found 
washed out 80 feet above 
where the normal river bank 
is. 
"The rivez" has set a new 
course," he said. 
Terrace supermarket 
managers ay there is no 
cause for alarm as far as 
food supplies are concerned 
Most of the stores were 
flying perishable items into 
"terrace late last week and 
0 coming  
more food was expected to 
arrive at Kitimat on barges 
today. 
"It's going to take a while 
to get back to normal," said 
Brian Piwek, manager of 
Overwaitea. Food supplies 
will be back to normal as 
:~oon as the highway is 
reopened, 
Terrace Co-op will be 
baking bread for its 
customers during the four- 
hour period each day it is 
allowed by Pacific Northern 
Gas to operate. 
All stores ay they can fill 
normal orders for food but 
problems can be created if 
people hoard food items by 
baying more than they 
require. 
a warn ing 
people do not panic and buy All electric wiring in homes, 
more than they need. hums and other buildings 
Terraco's biggest problem which ave been partially or 
seems to be for customers of futiyeovered by flood waters 
Pacific Northern Gas who Is required to be inspected by 
have been asked to keep the Provincial Inspector or 
their furnaces set at 60 an Electrical Contractor 
degrees to conserve fuel before again being put into 
during the present shortage, service. 
Crews are working around Provincial Impectors will 
the dock to comtruct a be available as flood waters 
bypass lhle near the main recede and access to the 
line whleh is broken ~ miles buildings becomes possible, 
from the Uopper River and shall label the wiring to 
Bridge, said John Low, show the condition found on 
Inspection. Residents of 
manager of sales and ser- flood areas on returning 
vice. 
reasonab le  protect ion 
against a short eircult. 
In view of the foregoing 
statement, and because in 
most of the flooded areas 
electric service has been cut 
at the pole or building, 
reconneetion cannot be 
made until the inspection 
requirements are met. 
Where necessary, a eertifled 
el~trtcal contractor may 
inspirit the wiring system 
and report he results to the 
District Electrical In- 
spector, tNote that in this 
event the contractor's fee 
would be paid by the 
property owner.) If the In- 
specter is satisfied with the 
reporl, he will authorize 
reconnection by the eleelrle 
utility. 
ho~,,. :'" ~ hat if the 
maic- .t pulled 
open be .  , ~hey 
should eper, " by 
star, ding ,,m a , ~:a3 
and using a stick :,, i,,d] the 
switch lever to "open" 
position and then arrange for 
impe~.tlon before placing Ihe 
wiring in service. 
All loose wires, t,ither 
outside or within any 
building, should be con. 
sidereal *'alive" and con- 
stitutlng adefinite hazzrd to 
the public, particularly to 
children. It is neces::ary that 
all fuse plugs protecting 
individual circuits be nnt 
larger than 13 anH'~ere 
capacity, so that wiring and 
appliances shall haw~ 
I 
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Not the first 
By Brian Gregg 
Old timers in Terrace are remembering this 
week the May  1936 flood which cut off all com- 
municafions and travel into Terrace. 
The flood washed out most of Usk and local 
residents saw houses from that community 
floating down the Skeena River. The houses lust 
made It under the Skeena Bridge between 
Terrace and Thornhll l .  
One old t imer remembers that there were 
chickens on the roof and a horse on the veranda 
of one house. No one knows what happened to the 
house. It may have been caught by a fisherman 
at  P r ince  Ruper t .  
Terrace was isolated for about a week and 
when one man was sent for supplies in a plane 
from Lakelse Lake he returned with what he 
must have thought was most important., cases of 
beer. The residents here who had given him 
their money to buy food stuffs were not pleased. 
The picture .o f dis aster 
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This is the deluge of 1978 
Signs of  t~)ze t imes are all over Highway 16 East at washouts l ike this one at Price Creek. 
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Bodies o f  two crewmen were found in the above wreckage after the. t , ' ;~ / , , r  w,,.t ,I,,.'. 
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Ment and eqtziimte.t ar,, . , . , ' h i .g  ;~s qni~'hiy as posslhh, 
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i laih, y bridges are being put in this week 
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Ilig'h .,arm's wilsh,,d oul thv highway and bent the 
h.g'~, Price Creek cnirt,rl neat Kitw, tnga last Ioeek 
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Rains force delays 
The recent heavy rains 
that have caused the high- 
way closures that we're all 
too familiar with by now 
wreaked havoc with many 
scheduled sporting events in 
the area, causing many of 
these' to he rescbeduled to a 
later date, and some to be 
cancelled outright. 
;l;he .~roblems began last 
Mouday, when a power 
outage caused by high winds 
left: the Terrace Arena 
witliout, electricity at just 
about he time that McEwan 
O~ waa to play Skeeno Hotel 
hi the first Terrace Corn- 
teams as well .as Totem Pard 
from the Terrace Com- 
mercial Hockey League. 
Became of bridge washouts 
on Highway 16 East, 
however,' most of these 
teams were unable to get to 
Smithers, and the tour- 
nament had to be cancehed. 
Scheduled to compote in the 
event were the Terrace 
Timbermen, Totem Ford, 
Prince Rupert Kings, 
Houston Luckies, Kitimat 
Winterhawks, and the host 
Smithers Totems. 
Still with hockey, there 
were several Inter-city 
Minor Hockey games 
nier¢ial Hockey League scheduled over the weekend 
game of the evening. Though that were 'rained out', and 
the power came back on in had to be reseheduled to the 
time to play the second December 2nd weekend. 
game, between Totem For Terrace did manage to play 
and the Terrace Chrysler a series of six exhibition 
JuvenUes, the flrst game had games against Kitimat, 
to be cancelled. A Com- though, and the results a~.' 
inertial Hockey League elsewhere in this section. 
spokesman says that game 
will definitely be played at a 
later date yet to be declared. 
This was the night ~fore the 
rains . . . . . .  ~- 
Thbre were'i n~"!'PNWHL 
games scheduled, for the 
weekend, because of the 
planned Smithers In- 
vitational Hockey Tour- 
nament, which would have 
involved several PNWRL 
The regional high schools 
had their problems as well. 
The final volleyball playday 
of the current season was to 
have been held over the 
weekend, but highway 
closures forced that to he 
cancelled as well. The Zone 
Finals for senior volleyball 
are still tentatively slated for 
this coming weekend. Ac- 
cording to Caledonia Athletic 
I)irector Clayton Lloyd 
Jones, "Smithers i  the only 
team that may have 
problems getting here. It's 
disappointing that we 
couldn't have the playday, 
and have one more look at 
Smithers before the finals. 
Smithers is a tough team, 
well coached, and possibly 
the best in the province." He 
added .that the teams in- 
volved in the playday were 
the same teams as are in the 
finals, and it would have 
been an interesting match. 
The junior volleyball Zone 
Finals were slated to have 
been held in Terrace over the 
weekend, but have been 
postponed until this coming 
weekend, and will be held if 
the roads are open by then. 
At present, Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School is in first 
place in the west division, 
and Thornhili Jr. Secondary 
School is first in the east. 
Skeena Athletic Director 
Tom Watkinson says that if 
the finals can't be held this 
coming weekend, they may 
propose to Northwest Zone 
Athletic President Miles 
Winch that a playoff be held 
between these two top 
teams. Nothing is definite as 
yet, however. 
The highway washouts 
between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert caused several 
Prince Rupert eams to pull 
out of the annual Bowl-a- 
Spiel, held at the Terrace 
Bowling Alley over the 
weekend. Eight Pit teams 
entered in the event ap- 
parently tried to charter a 
plane to make it here, but 
heavy skies prevented the 
aircraft from landing here, 
and the teams were forced to 
pull out of the 'Spiel'. The 
event did have 56 teams 
entered from Terrace and 
Kitimat, however, and went 
on as planned. 
The Terrace Figure 
Skating Club hopes to send 
eleven skaters to Williams 
Lake this coming weekend, 
to compete in the Caribou 
North Central Regional 
Championships. They expect 
to be able to make it to the 
event, but if Highway 16 East 
is still closed, they may have 
to make special travel 
arrangements, making it 
more difficult to get there. 
As well as causing 
numerous problems 
elsewhere, the recent 
downpour that earned all 
these highway closures did 
bring about many difficulties 
to those involved in local and 
regional sporting events 
over the past weekend. 
Terrace bowling report 
by Kathy MeLeed 
Looks like the secretaries 
from the Monday Leagues 
were out on strike as their 
reports were natat he lanes. 
So this week's report will 
begin with the Tuesday 
Coffee League which sees 
the Gnof-offs leading with 30 
points followed by the Head 
Pins and Silly Larks, both 
with 29 points. Ladies high 
went to Pat Sheichuk who 
had a 251 single and a triple 
total of 684. Team high single 
Thursday Mixed with 46 single while high triple went 
points followed by Lumber to Joan Peterson who 
Kings with 30 and Caravan finished with a 510 total. 
with35points. A314 rolled by Boys highs went to Terry 
Del Bjornson for mens high Beard with a 208 single and 
single while high triple went 570 triple. 
Seniors had girls highs to Joe Wideman with a 734 
total. Ladies highs went to 
Christine Coembs with a 296 
single and a 711 triple. 
Lumber Kings rolled a 1064 
for high single while Ocean 
Breeze rolled a 2796 for high 
triple. 
Friday Mixed had As It 
went to the Goofers with a Falls take team highs by 
979 while the Donkey Five rolling a 1134 single and 3199 
took high triple with a total triple. Mens highs went to 
score of 2827. Roy Clifford with 334 single 
Old Timers lead on and 870 triple total. Ladies 
Tuesday Mixed League with high single was split between 
44:points followed by the No Doris. Grace and Donalda 
Names with 38 and Lucky Preston who rolled a 277. 
Seven with 35 points. Team Ladies high triple went to 
went:t0:tlie Old'Timers , Donalda Preston with a 660 
,~i l ta  1099 singlpAkg~l~.4~,..t~,~:drop/'teams are. the 
,dt~:~, - _-. . . . .  ~-~. Me~ h,@.~...~L: , , y  v,ve w,th.~=.:po,,,.~: 
to A. CardinaJ wtm a ~5 followed by As It I~ alto wire 
while a 687 triple was rolled 40 points and 4077 Squad with 
h~' Cliff Wilkinson. Ladies 
high single went to Joan 
McCann with a 277 while 
Joan Middleton rolled high 
triple of 684. 
Marg Mumford rolled a 203 
for high single on the 
Wednesday Ladles League. 
High triple went to Diane 
Lufkin with a total of 607. 
Road Runners walked off 
with team highs by rolling a 
1111 single and finishing with 
a triple total of 3015. Team 
leaders are Silhouettes with 
43 points followed by Road 
Runners with 36 and a tie for 
third place between Royal 
Bank and Get Smarts with 32 
points each, 
Ocean Breeze leads on 
38 points. 
Y.B.C. has the Leopards 
sporting 28 points for the 
lead in the PeeWee league. 
Girls highs went to Bridget 
McLend with a 172 single and 
261 double. Pat Carey took 
boys high single with a 147 
while high double went to 
Steven DeWacht with a 237. 
Blue Angels have 22 points 
for the lead on Bantams. 
Girls highs went to Jo-Anne 
Mumford with a 161 single 
and 424 triple. Boys high 
single went to Sean Kulha 
with a 153 and John 
Strangway rolled a 390 for 
high triple. 
Juniers had Twila Beard 
rolling a 219 for girls high 
going to Sue Alway who 
rolled a 182 single and 
finished with a 517 triple. 
Boys highs went to Terry 
Braun with a 205 single and 
5It triple. 
Ev's and All 
Seasons win 
In Terrace Mens second victory of the young 
Basketball League action season. The first quarter was 
Thursday night at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School, All 
Seasons Sporting Goods 
downed Skeena Hotel Or- 
phans 86-80 in the first game, 
and Ev's Clippers defeated 
Kluss & Sons 92-88 in the 
nightcap contest. 
All Seasons came by their 
victory the hard way, as they 
were behind 41-35 at half 
time. The Skeena Hotel 
Orphans kept up the 
pressure inthe third quarter, 
and were still ahead 77-70 
going into the last ten 
minutes. Their attack fizzled 
in the final quarter, 
however, as All Seasons put 
on a home stretch rush, and 
bypassed Skeena Hotel for 
their 86.80 victory. Doug 
McKay led the way for All 
Seasons with 27 points, while 
Mike Ireland scored 24. For 
the Skecua Hotel Orphans, it 
was Jon Gurban with 32 
points, and Jim Checkley 
with 20. 
The other game Thursday 
night saw Ev's Clippers top 
Kluss & Sons 92-88, for their 
~,  . . . .  .4I ' l l  
~.~;. , , . : , .~  '' 
::;,;:.. ::" ,, :, ;. :.. -.: 
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i 
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Exhibition series is held 
• The entire Inter-City were notched by ROd 
Minor Hockey Rep Team Philpott, llenry Reimer, 
league schedule was wiped Richard Lindstrom and 
out on the weekend, but Gerry Lambert. 
Terrace and Kitimat teams The Terrace Inland 
managed to play a series of Kenworth Bantams uffered 
six exhibition games, detente lapses as they 
On Saturday at Terrace, dropped a 6-4 decision to 
the Terrace Twin River Kitimat. Warren Riding, Jeff 
Timber Peewees downed Solder, Mel Iteimer and 
their Kitimat counterparts Roger Tooms handled the 
14-2. Terrace got hat trick Terrace marksmanship. 
performances from Terry Terrace All Seasons 
Zaporzan and Dave Midgets played a couple of 
Kawinsky. Dan McGhee and very good games against 
Cliff Furnseth each chipped Kitimat's Midgets, even 
in with a pair while singles 
though they :;plit the series. 
Kitimat won the game at 
KiUmat by a 2-1 score. Emile 
Gagnon scored theTerrace 
goal. The teams then came 
back to Terrace for a night 
contest and Terrace won that 
game 7-3. Two-goal efforts 
were turned in by Larry 
Swanson and Simon Dodd. 
Danny Fagan, Bruno 
Hidber and Keith Van- 
denbroek also scored for All 
Seasons. 
On Sunday at Kitimat, the 
'terrace Peewee 'B' team 
took on Kitimat's 'A' team 
and dropped a 4-3 decision, i 
Mark Taron got two of the~ 
Terrace goals. Eddie Di: 
Giovanni got the other. 
And the Inland Kenworth: 
Bantams dropped anotherl 
game to Kitimat on Sunday.. 
This time the score was 7-2. 
Mel Iteimer and Doug 
Sharpies scored for 
Terrace. 
Meanwhile, it's been 
announced that the entire 
weekend schedule of Inter- 
City games has been 
'rescheduled to December 
2nd weekend. 
Totem Ford 
tops McEwans 
,Joe Robichaud and Iteno increased the margin to six 
Michaud each scored three goals. Rune Michaud scored 
goals, as Totem Ford with just 27 seconds 
coasted to an easy tl-I remaining in the middle 
victory over McEwan GM in frame, as the final period 
Terrace Commercia l  began with Totem Ford 
Hockey League action at the enjoying an insurmountable 
Terrace Arena Thursday 8-1 lead. 
night. .. i:\ Michaud picked right up 
Totem Ford wasted little where he left off, as he 
time, as Ken Olson opened scored anothergoal with just 
the scoring just l minute 31 3:24 gone in the third. He 
scored his third straight goal 
a high scoring affair, which 
saw Ev's leading the Kluss & 
Sons squad 34-29 at the end. Totem Ford replied with two 
Ev's held their lead through fast goals by Joe itobichaud 
the second quarter, and were and Rick Letawski within the 
ahead 4844 going into the next 30 seconds, openingupa 
final half. The two teams 4-1 lead, as they never looked 
each scored 34 points in the back after that. Mike Ford 
third quarter, and Ev's still added one more before the 
held a four. point 82-78 ad- finish ~f the frame, as the 
vantage going into the last first period ended with 
quarter. Try as they might, Totem Ford sporting a 5-1 
Kluss & Sons couldn't 
overcome this lead, and Ev's 
Clippers won the game by a 
narrow 92-88 margin. Dale 
Prest was the big gun for 
Ev's, with 29 points, while 
Markus Klein had 20. Willie 
Chemko had 30 points in a 
losing cause for Klms & 
Sons. 
The next scheduled action- 
in the Terrace Mens 
Basketball League is 
tomorrow night at Skeena 
Jr. Secondary School, with 
two inter-city games. All 
Seasons Sporting Goods wiU 
take on KitimaatVillage at 
8:00 P.M., and Ev's Clippers 
go against the Kitimat 
Teachers at 9:15 P.M. 
seconds into the first period. 
Less than two minutes later, 
Bob Peacock scored to make 
it 2-0. 
Rick Lewis  scored 
McEwan's lone goal at 4:20 
of the opening frame, 
narrowing the margin to 24.~,' 
That, however, was as close 
as McEwan ever came. 
lead. 
They didn't let up in the 
second period either. The 
middle frame was only 36 
seconds old when Joe 
ltobichaud notched his 
second goal of the contest to 
run the tally to 6-1. Bob 
Peacock's second marker 
less than a minute later 
at 13:48 of the final period, 
giving him the hat trick for 
the night, and staking Totem 
Ford to a 10-I lead. Joe 
Robichaud picked up the hat 
trick when he notched Totem 
Ford's Itth goal of the 
contest, for a final tally of 11- 
t in favor of the Ford squad. 
For a game with such a 
one sided score, the shots on 
goal were amazingly close, 
as Totem Ford outshot 
Mdgwan by only a 31-30 
margin. A total d 22 minutes 
were called in minor 
penalties, 12 minutes to ,  
MeEwan, while Totem Ford 
took but 5 minor penalties for 
a total of t0 minutes. 
'the next scheduled action 
in the Terrace Commercial 
ltockey League is tonight at' 
the Terrace Arena when 
Skeena Hotel takes on the 
Terrace Chrysler Juveniles 
at 8:45 p.m., and Gordon & 
Anderson goes against 
McEwan GM at 10:45 p.m. 
WHY NOT HECTORSS AT THE LAKELSE. 
TRULY A QUIET RELAXED AT 
MOSPHERE WITH A VERY SPECIAL 
MENU TO GET THE TASTE BUDS EX- 
CITED. FOR EXAMPLE WHY NOT TRY 
THE TURNEDOS ROSSINI FOR THE 
LOVERS OF FINE BEEF OR SCALLOPS 
FLORENTINE FOR THOSE WHO LIKE 
SEAFOOD. 
WHATEVER YOUR LIKES IN GOOD [:GOD 
ARE "YOU WILL FIND THEM AT HEC- 
.... : "....,.~  :..., ~,~ ~, , .. i~-, ~.'-.;(c -,~ 
Salmonid Enhancement Update '78 
Two years ago, mend)ors of the Salmonid Enhancement Program of the Federal De- 
partment of Fisheries and Oceans. visited your community to hear your concerns and 
your opinions on the proposed Federal/Provincial Salmonid Enhancement Program. 
In ,esponse to your request that they return to repro1, on the.hearings of '76, the 
Sahnonid Enhancement team is coming back to outline to you what it has, and has 
not, done regarding your concerns. We also want more input. What do you want 
Sahnonid Enhancement odonow? How? When? Where? Why? 
The meeting wil l  start at 7:30 p.m. and is divided into two parts: 
PART 1. APROGRESS REPORT 
What has been dmle as a result of the 1976 meeting? 
PART 2. WHAT'S NEXT? 
Where should Salmonid Enhancement go Iron) here? 
I 
Each person or organization will have 10 minut(;s in which to i)tesent a written or 
oral brief outlinim.I their concerns and/or rt:comntendations. Lomjer written sub. 
missions will be accepted up to January 12, 19"/0 and may be mailed to: 
Update '78 
Salmonid Enhancement Program 
Fisheries & Oceans Canada 
1090 West Pender Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2P1 
Each nluotillg will be hdly ,ecortled and a repo, t publislu!tl in 19"19. 
Join Salmonid Eodu,tcement Tuesday tWeilitlg, Ni~i,tid,t'r IL 197~ 
Tin)o: ?::Ill p.111. 
Place: (,alettonia l ligh t,k'ltool 
Gov0.ri1111(,qlt el C;111;1lhl 
Fishi~rics and Oc0an5 (l'a(:ilic Heyion) 
Sahnonkl E itllililCt:illeltt I)io!Ii I111 
/ 
/ 
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BruIns a y l-1 deadloc.
e) . I L  • iod Sunda night, to a l.l'.'Natlonal HocKey BOSTON (AP) -- Re'ean oal on a ass from Guy third per Y J g r idea throu the lifting Montreal Canadiens Le~_.gue tie with the Boston Houle scored a power.play Lafleu m y gh .. • . . . . . . . .  ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .-.......-....-.-...........-........-.....-............v.-..,.. Brui  
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ..:. Hou g , ~ , 
:::: ~ ~  . ~ • _ ~ ::: seconds before Bostons 
!i~ ii! Terry O'Reiliy came out of , , ew  uslness =o, . . ,= .o . , - - .  
i!~!' • . n • :i: Caoadlens to stretch their 
~~ B' ~ ~ ~ Guide i::: ,!i!ii~! " eiolN°t linen ,n oUrTel Directory . "  - - ~:: unbeaten string to 5 fDkrgames ,e countering a three  pr viousThey adstartSmild esrlyW°n after thei
i:~ soauo, slump. 
:i: ' Montreal, wh ichhad 
:i:i AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - ~3S.2040 beaten Boston in six games 
~:  i:~: in retaining the Stanley Cup 
DIAL 
RACE VETERINARY CENTRE 63S.3300 Bru]ns 23 17. ' ~!~i IA l~ ' r ,~  T,~ Bostonnarsedat'01ead On 
R|ck Miller's fifth goal at 
iii! V V ~ / I~ ,~ OLI S PLACE- 798-2231 4:22 of the second period 
until the Canadiens cashed in 
s Listed PETS BEAUTIFUL- 4"-"$1 on a manpower advantage. 
2 *'"° 3 ,PT, 4 , ,TV  9 *'T'P"', Here!  -ee.-'°r°N'm°"'"c°urte'°''"EDAILYHERALD (NBC) ' (CBC) (CTV) . 
S-E3S7 5 i~  Carol Mary Tyler I l l  I If you wish your  Business Phone Burnett Moore Million Rogers News Hourglass Dollar i Electrlc listed for your customers please cal l  
14.5 Cont'd. Cont'd. Man i Company ::::::::::::::::::~::~.:.:.:~.::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::::;:;:::;:~:;:~:::::;:::::::::::;:;:::::~:::::::::::::;:::::::::::~:;:~:~:::.:::.:::::::::.-::::::::::::: 
Cont'd. Cont'd. ~ws Growing 
6 I~0~ Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour Years 
Cont'd. Welcome Back Cont'd. Dick 
i 45 Cont'd. Kotter Cont'd. Covert :"~ 
BUSINESS BIREOTORI' 7!~ ~..,e ~.ro ~e ~o~"~"  * Tonight Mysteries Waltons Lehrer 
Northwest Cont'd. Cont'd. Battle 
:45 Traditions Cont'd. Cont'd. Line 
i A ~ Little WKRP In Lou Fall of . . . . . .  House Cincinnati Grant Eagles •,. On Prairie M.A.S.H. Show Cont'd, ' i 4~ Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. ~ ~ SKEENA VALLEY 9 ~ Monday Super MISS Ten RENTALS Night at pecial Canada ' Who 
: 30 Movles 'AI Waxman Pageant Dared 
45 'Rainbow' Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. , LTD, 
Cont'd. News Cont'd. ; Movie Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
1 0  :~ Cont'd. t'd. Man gazine To C nt'd. Be Games' 'Forbidden CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
45 Cont'd. Alive Announced !Cont'd. Hours: Mon.. Sail 8.6 
1 1 ~ News The CTV Cont'd, 63~ 7417 4946 Greig Avenue • Cont'd. National News Cont'd. l Phone 635-7417 
30 Tonight Night News Hour Cong. 
45 Show Final Final Outlook 
j L£19 '~"45 i Cont'd'Cont'd'Cent'd'C0nt'd. ~Conl 'd'cont'd" 'The LongSh°wLateDuel, /V~vieLate, RockfordFiles. K,TCHEN CABINETS • VANmES ° ' T A L L ' T ' O N e  MOULDEDKIALAp Wc°uNT R1OPS • 
- - ~  ~ ~ ~ OOD 
a.o.,o , .  - -  I 
10 5 EN 
BRAD REESE 
' ~[  The New Canadian Kareen's Electric AREA MANAGER IIqI=ABINETS 
j : 1.5 High Rollers Schools Yoga Comp,3ny 369 . 5TH AVENUE 
:30 Wheel of Mister What's Once Upon PRINCE GEORGE. B C. V2L 3KS (NORTHERN) LTD. 
I I :45 Fortune Dressup Cooking A Classic BUS. 564.1488 
, RES  562.2281 FREE EST IMATES 
II ! :DO iAmerica Sesame Mad Making Music 
~ Alive Street Dash Self Incorp 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Definition Freeslyle 
,11 I , 45 Cont'd. Cont'd, Cont'd. Stories o' Amer. _ Terraoe Electronic Repairs Ud,  
I ~1~ :00 Hollywood News-- Noon Explorers Unlt~ 
:15 Squares BOb Switzer News Art Ea~, SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
g :30 Days of Search for Movie RoomnasHcs Z "' I :45 Our Lives Tomorrow Matinee N~ for Music O~ SERVICE ON ALL MAKES OF T.V.'s 
I :00 Cont'd. Bob 'Crooked Measure Up .~/~e~'O Warrenty Depot for 
:15 Cont'd. McLean Hearts' Environments ~qO ~ Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
:30 The Show Cont'd.. Two Cents worth Sylvania 
' • I II 45 Doctors Cont'd. Cont'd. All About You MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
i 
or} Another Edge of Another Spinning Stories 4908 Graham 635.4543 
:/5 World Night World Book, Look 
30 Cont'd. Canadian Cont'd. Truly Amer. 
45 Cont'd, Authors Cont'd. Cover. Cover I I 
i i  
Burnett Thirty ~Hamel Easy 
News Celebrity Show Survival .O~)~w,~)t T,IV ~ 
;4'~ Cont'd. Cooks Cont'd. Sk,ills GO ~ '  ' L IF'~. 
: 0o Election FIIntstones The "Price Sesame 
j ~ :15 Coverage Cont'd, Is Right Street ICBC AUTO 
& 30 Cont'd. Carol Cont'd. Cont'd. 
: 45 Cont'd. Burnett Cont'd. C~nt'd I 
n s u ra n ce 
IlllllglllllllllllllJlllllllllgllll I l l l l l l l l gR ln l l l l l l j l l l l  
461 7 G 
I , , ,  635-5232 I=o.o.,.bl., ,. o.¢.-I re,~ 
, I 
- -  F JH  
'llml 
I 
Ready-M" 635 3936 ~' SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER lX  am 
00NORETE 44..,.~,,~.~ 
TERRACE,  B.C, 
With Easy Cleaning CUSTOM OONORETE PROD. 
Sand, 6ravel, 9rain Rock 
Removable Liner 
• , .... ~. "cooks all day while the cook's away."  
%r , ,  ,. • IM  
IIImmlimmmimlmlmmmmmmlllllmlmmmmmmmmmmlmm!/mmlmmmmmmmlmmmmmmilll 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
( ' i lAH( ;EX  
VISA 
MiUer took a pass from 
Rick Middleton and put a 
backhanded shot over 
Montreal goalie Ken Dryden. 
Montreal pulled out the tie 
and spoiled Boston goalie 
Giles Gilbert's shutout bid " 
mile O'ReiUy was serving a 
roughing penalty. 
TOOVEY:.. 
SERVICE 
OANAVENTURE 
(outboard 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mon.. Sat. 8.t 
Dealer Licence 
4946 Greig Number 02013A 
YAMAHA 
635-6929 
I 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638.8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
Mo.ITGRI.O OR I ~ 
' ~:' PHOTOCO~IN~ ",r.~ ~.~ 
° ~ s~ '~'~*~'~' ' ' °  . . . . .  '!" 
24 HOUR SERVICE / 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VRG IV$ ,,J 
BANQUETS PART IES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eagle Disco 
B. POL ICHEK J~ Y. PAUL  
PHONE 635.5683 PHON[ 635 .9252 
k'R. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Resened 
For Your Ad. 
~J~i~, Yellowhead Fh'e Protection and 
I ~ !  Ye||owhead SecuritiesSystems Ltd. 
PRI'~ At  t IN  ~. I $11GAIOR 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
IERRACL B C PEtONE ~604! 635.3863 
OR 1604~ 635.3861 VSG 3N5 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture • Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl 
Repair. Van Converslon Accessories - R.V. Supplies • VISITORS WELCOME ORDE RD. 
Boattopplng & Hardware - Vinyl Car Tops • > - ~ ,  
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats , m , ~  j 
recovered in original color and material, front & back • I I 
$225- Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete Z ~ l  
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration J i 
R.R, 3 Johns Road l 
Phone 635.4348 '~"~"~'~'~A~IWE LL 
Oall us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
# ¢ , 
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DISMAL SEASON BUT 
Lions have strong finish 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- playoff 'in the conference 
British Columbia Lions final. 
ended a disappointing. Taylor, with only three 
Canadian Football League p;/evions carries this season, 
season on a promising note replaced injured rookie 
Saturday when two obecnre Larry Key in the second 
reserves hocked Edmonto quarter and finished the 
Eskimos :into submission game with 132 yards rushing 
With a 33-11 upset of the on 12 carries. 
Western Football Con- Ellis, used mostly on 
ferenee leaders, passing downs, put the Lions 
.Rtmning back Don Taylor into the lead on the first plaY 
s¢'ored two second half from scrimmage in the 
touchdowns for the Lions-- second half when he sprinted 
~nn oa a 70-yard burst o the behind the Edmonton 
outside-- and tight end defense to gather in Tagge's 
Rickey Ellis scored the other long bomb. 
B.O. major on a startling 77- "This win is a credit o the 
yard pass play with quar- players because they really 
terback Jerry Tngge. wanted to play well tonight," 
A 2'/-point explesilon in the said head coach Vic Rapp of 
second half allowed the the Lions. "I've never seen a 
Limm, 7-7-2, to win their team with so many injuries 
fourth consecutive game and" as tbis one play so well. 
fan hopes for the future. "We had so many guys 
Edmonton finished in first hurt at one stage this week 
place with a 10.4-2 record that we had to cancel 
and faces the winner of the practice for lack of players. 
Ca lgary  Stampeder-  R was a great eem effort bY 
Winnipeg Blue Bomber a buecb of guys who showed 
A S UR PRISING TEAM 
they want to he back here 
next season." 
The Lions, second-place 
finishers in 1977 with 10-6 
record, were .fourth in the 
WFC this season despite a 
late rush. A six-game losing 
streak at midseason, when 
they didn't lees any games 
by more than 11 points, was 
the Acbllles heel of the Lions. 
Lui Passagila completed 
the B.C. scoring with 15 
points and was perfect on all 
four of his goal attempts, 
from 22, 45, and twice from 
40, yards out. 
Edmonton's only offensive 
touchdown in three games 
this season against B.C. 
came in the second quarter 
on a 15-yard pass from Bruce 
Lemmerman to wide- 
receiver Waddell Smith. 
Dave Cutlier converted, 
kicked a 15-yard field goal 
and a single for five points. 
CuUer's field goal was the 
380th of his nine-year CFL 
career and he ran into the 
end zone to retrieve the ball 
from a fan for a souvenir. 
"There's not much you can 
say about this game that's 
printable," Cutler said later. 
"There's a lot of ill feeling 
between these teams and we 
seem to play extra hard 
agalmt each other." 
Lemmerman, making hi.,. 
first start of the season after 
breaking a collerbone in an 
exhibition game, completed 
23 of 38 passes for 294 yards, 
but twice was intercepted in
the final quarter as Ed- 
monton lest for the third 
time in four games. 
"We wanted to get Bruce 
ready for the playoffs just in 
case we need him,,' said Ed- 
monton coach Hugh Camp- 
bell. "This was a perfect 
opportunity for him to get 
some game time and we 
didn't want to expose the 
oher guy (Tom Wilkinson) to 
needless injury." 
Calgary clinches second 
vetted Gervais' touchdown to the Blue Bomber offence. He was helped off the field CAIX~ARY (Ca > ) -- 
Calgary Stampeders clin- and added a 12-yard single. 
ched second spot in the The first quarter was a 
Canadian FeatlmlILaague's lacklustre affair with 
western conference by Calgury holding a 2-1 lead 
defeating Winnipeg Blue going into the second 
Bombers 2II-14 before a quarter. 
capacity crowd Sunday. The fans came to life when 
The 26,888 fans gave the rookie quarterback Ken 
Stampeders a standing Johnson combined with 
ovation as Calgary moved Armsteadfora 10t-yard pass 
into the western playcffs for and run play to put the 
the first time since 1971. Stampeders abead 9-4 late in 
Calgary will play hnst to the second quarter. 
Winnipeg in a andden-desth Calgary had stsrted out on 
semifinal game Nov. t2 its own alns.yard line and 
The game decided which Johnson spotted Armstead 
team would hest the semi- on his own 35. Armstead 
final. The Stampeders ide-stepped Winnipeg 
finished a point behind defensive Reggie Pierson 
league-leading Edmonton and scampered own the 
Eskimos' 22 points, sidelines for the first touch- 
The Stampeders, who down. 
finished the regular season Burden's touchdown, on a 
on a 94-3 record, got touch- ate-yard run, was set up on a 
downs from Willie Arm-71-yard pass combination 
stead, and Willie Burden. between John Hufnagel and 
Kicker Cyril McFail kicked KelvinKirk. Kirk was forced 
field goals of 36 and 39 yards, out at the Winnipeg one-yard 
converted both touchdowns line and Burden scampered 
and added singles of 90 and 
24'~ards to round ~t  ~"  
Calgary s~ng<:~¢ .,:,,,~ 
Winnipeg, which ended its 
season on a 9-7 note, got a 
touchdown from Brian 
Gervals while kicker Bernie 
Runff kicked field goals of 46 
and 42 yards. Ronoff con- 
left in the first half. the in 
But from that point on holding his left knee which 
neither club wasable to was later diagnosed as 
maintain any. offensive having stretched ligaments 
drive, and torn cartilages. 
Johnson, a late cut of 
Buffalo Bills of the National Johnson was replaced by 
Football League, was in. veteran Hufnagel, who 
jured withabout two minutes ironically had just come off 
ared list. 
....:.::~ 
Dial Toll Free (800) 663-3444. 
Up-to-the-minute snow reports, all kinds 
of ski package information, or reservlations. 
Whatever you want to know, just ask. 
into the end zone untouched. Then ski out of this world. 
Wianipeg's.~ouchdown was I In super, natural British Columbia. 
set up~0~a pa~s~terception ' ~ "~. .'~' . .... " - ' . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  'b [ "~ IOURIS~'~ BRIIIStt ('()LUN't$A ot a" 'HUfn~gel"[~ss Y : . . . .  
Bomber defensive back] ~ l l t ) "<. t ; r , \ t  I ,M~(,',,RIII",; .VUNI";,IIR 
Brian Hereslan. Four plays I~----~_~ ~. .~_@~ ,a_ ~ .  ~_ ~. .~. . _~ 
later, Brock and Gervais [~ l~t  R r ~ t ~ n  C O ~ [ ~ 0  D~i~ 
connected on a 14-yard~ ~' - " -~- '~ ' " - - '~  ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
touchdown to give some life • 
Als win playoff preview 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Conference semi-'fmal Stenerson for Ottawa's Alouettes had 190 rusl-dng 
Junior All You, who here next Saturday. only TD in the second and 191 passing for a net 
blocked a punt and ran 
the recovery in for the 
first touchdown of the 
game, was the meet 
prominent member of a 
defensive unit that helped 
Montreal Alouettes 
throttle Ottawa Rough 
Riders ~.8 in a Canadian 
"-¢t 
i Alout :~,  ~,~,,,~dlng 
Grey Cup champions, a 
final regular season 
record of 8-7-1 and a two- game winning streak 
heading into the Eastern 
"I was Just lucky," 
defensive end Ah You 
said after blocking 
Gerald Kanyk's punt and 
taking the ball 18 yards 
for a major score. "I 
came in and hlooked it 
and it bounced right back 
to me. That was great." 
Running hack Dave 
-sen ran five yards for a 
,~urthquarter touchdown, 
and Don Sweet kicked 
four field goals and two 
converts for Montreal's 
other points. 
Tom Clements passed 
five yards to Peter 
quarter, and J. T. Hay 
converted it and got 
credit for a single on a 
missed field goal attempt. 
The Rough Riders, 11-5, 
will play heat to the 
Eastern final on Nov. 19. 
Clemenis and Con- 
dredge Holloway, who 
took over after halflime 
until he was dazed late in 
the game, completed 16 of 
34 passes for 188 yards 
through the air, but 
Montreal imited the EFC 
champions to 65 yards 
rushing and a net offence 
of 201 yards. The 
total of 339. 
"We forced them to do 
what they didn't want to 
do," Ah You said. "We 
looked more like a team 
of Aiouettes at their best. 
We're practically all back 
from injuries now. We 
have a lot of speed in the 
secondary and we can 
blitz more now." 
The Alouettes unveiled 
a fake punt play that 
earned Larry Smith 51 
yards on his only carry of 
the day. 
.You  
hmlal 
ILr '
Isn't it the best beer you've seer 
i n s u r a n c e  ~Ouee~n L ~) ~'ren°C; e , L  ",~ 
• is now more. " ~l~a~ot|e. " ~ . ivet ln le t '  . . . . .  ' - ; - - .  . . . . .  H°b"°nLake °Vali ~ 0 ~ I ~ ~ ' [ "  . e~, . j . ) .
re ons lve ,  
• s P l 4 0  O e "~.A'~.,,.. A IIiso n 2, r '::~u r ;a=N'-"~,,.., I e.~/Mile H°use" . North e / 
to centurions Ln ~ e ~ i ~ : U 9  Kaml°°ps i ° i i i : i :~  
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To make your Unemployment 
Insurance Program more responsive to the 
special needs of different areas of Canada, 
there are now 48 economic regions for 
UI. (Up to now, there were 16 regions.) 
. With this change, UI benefits 
will more accurately reflect your local 
employment conditions. 
It's all part of a plan announced 
over a year ago. 
Each of these new 48 regions will 
have its own unemployment rate. This 
will set the length of time a claimant must 
have worked to become ligible for Un- 
employment Insurance benefits. And it 
There's nothing new about the 
system itself-it's just being measured 
more finely in 48 regions, rather than 16. 
• The length of time a claimant must 
work to get UI remains the same. It 
varies from 10 to 14 weeks, depending on 
the unemployment rate where the 
claimant lives. And regionally-based 
benefits have the same maximum. 
The change will only affect those 
.whose UI claims start after November 12. 
This map and the information 
with it will show you the new economic 
boundaries in your area. 
i Clip the map and save it for 
Note: Further changes to the Uncmph:v- 
ttlOlt Itlsltrath'¢ Prt~L,q',lttl h, lz't' h,'('tl 
pn)poscd by the Gm,crnmcm. "lTto' ','"ill 
come bite (ffi'ct only wh('n tho' have 
been enacted by i'arliamcnt. 
Canada's Unemployment 
Insurance Program 
Working with people 
who want to work. 
181' Ehnploymenl and Emploi et 
Immigration Canada Immigrahon Canada 
REGION C 
Kamloops, consisting oflhe Regional Districts 
of Squanfish-l.illooei, and 'i'hompson-Nicola. 
RF.GION D 
V;mcouvcr-l.ower Fr.ascr Valley, consisting of 
the Rcgi0nal Districls of Fraser-Chcam. 
Dewdnev-Alouelte, Central Fr:~ser Valley, 
(lrealer ~,'ancot,ver, Stmshine Co:lsl, l ind 
I'owcll River. 
REGION F. 
\'i~:loria-V:mcnuver Island, consisting of the 
Rcgioir.tl I)islriefs of Capihll, Cow,chat Vallc); 
Nanaimo, Alberni-ClaynquoI, CoI)tos- 
Strathcona, :tnd Mount Wadding,on. 
REGION F 
North British Cohmtbia; the rest of the 
province. 
Milp al~d de~,criplion 0l'¢¢0110Bli¢ rt'glOllg: it'd qtlestion 
arigt's, It'[)llt'nll"~',~.VIIK'Bt IILMI~'aI|t'L'RL'IlUIa|iOBSlIIUSI 
will govern the length of benefits as well., reference, ifyou like. Bud C.l,e.. M,.,st., suO Cu.~.. ~,n,.tr. ~,,,,'.,.) 
~mpwy ~-'men" and , ,s.. .~rmm;~t;~n Commission was created _by combining the Unemployment Insurance Colnmissioo and the Department of Manpom'r and lmmigratwn. I  addmon,.,,ur I,,,al , .[]l,'es are bong mrrgM to wrve ~,u bctu'r aJ Canada Emph,vment C.¢nwn. 
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Skeena Health Unit 
CLASSIFIED RATES SUBSCRIPTION 321s,2 Eby Street 
RATES Terrace, B.C. 
LOCAL ONLY: Effective 635-6307 
The following are a few of 
20 words or iess $2.00 per October I, 1977 the services offered locally 
Insertion. Ovei" 20 words 5 by your Health Unit Staff: 
cents per word. SIngleCopy 20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON- 
3 or more consecutive In, ByCarrler mthl.00 FERENCES. 
By Carder year 38.00 Held weekly at the Health 
sertlons $1.50 per insartlon., ByMaii 3mfh!2.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
REFUNDS: By Mall 6ruth 22.00 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
First Insertion charged for ByMail year40.00 for an appointment. 
whether run or not. Scalar Cltlzee year20.00 Held at Thornhill 
Absolutely no refunds after Recreation Centre on the 
ad has been sot. British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
UnltedStstesofAmerlcaone month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
CORRECTIONS: year 51.00. Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
Must be made before 2no Box'399,Terrace, B.C. Babysltters who bring 
Insertion. VSG 2M9 
Allowance can be made for children must have parents 
only one Incorrect ad. HOME DELIVERY written consent for Ira- 
Terrace & Olsh'lct munlzatlon. 
BOX NUMBERS: Thornhlll & Distrid ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 75 cents pick up. Phone 635.6357 
$1.25 mailed. Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
The Herald reserves the only. 
Rates available upo~ right to classify ads under PRENATAL CLASSES 
request, appropriate headings and to Classes are held 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED set rates therefore and to throughout he year at In- 
determine page location, tervals for expectant RATE: The Herald reserves the parents. Phone the Health 
22 cents per agate line. right to revlsa, edit, claselfy Unit for details and 
Minimum charge $5.00 per or relect any advertisement registration. 
Insertion. and to retain any answers HOME NURSING CARE 
directed to the Herald Box Nursing care in the homel 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and Re'ply Service, and to repay for those who need it on 
TRANSl  ENT AD~ the customer the sum paid. referral from their family 
VERTISING: for the edvertlsement and. doctor. Terrace area only. 
Kathryn Cornauskas has 
studied in North America 
and Europe with some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She is a very 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Society for Early 
Music. and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an en- 
semble specializing In the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Darted Humphreys is a 
British born harplst who has 
recently settled in Van. 
couver. His activities include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver Now Music 
Society and Symphonte 
Canadlana. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV. 25 - -  8 p.m. 
Tickets. $6.00 at door or by 
membership. 
Terrace Little Theatre's first 
production "Vanities" opens 
November 14 and plays Nov. 
16 to 18 and Nov. 23 - 25, 
starting at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
$3.00 for Thursdays and $4.00 
for Fridays ~nd Saturdays. 
On sale at t~cColl's Real 
Estate or at the door. (nc13- 
17) . 
The Salvation A "my will be 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TAN KS PR E-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best'" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and baflerles. 
Location • Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. fo Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
SPORTSMEN'S; 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a.OB) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
63S-5876 (cff) 
SKE ENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
'(at4) 83.60 per column Inch. box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" HEALTH PARADE ..~.i sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
For 4 year old chlldrenii~ and Sale on December 9 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: Instructions not picked up Held on third Monday ()f between 1 and 5 p.r~L Ad- 
$4.00 per line per month, within 18daysofexpiryofan every month. Develop. mlsslon $1.00 -- ~.637 Walsh 
On a 4 mrnth t~ ls  only. advertisement wi l l  be mental, vision, hearing • Ave. 
DEADLINE destroyed unless mail ing screening done. Please! Everyone Welcome Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
instructions are received, phone f or appointment. ; (9.9n) Doberman Pincher. One 
DISPLAY: Those answering Box PRENATAL BREATHING year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers; 4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to Numbers are requested not & RELAXING EXERCISES 
to send  originals of Held•every Monday at- The Terrace Concert to the name of Dillinger. 
publication day. documents to avoid less: . ternoon at 1 .2  p.m. Association is pleased to Reward offered. Phone 635- 
CLASSIFIED: All claims of errors in V.D. CLINIC ; announce that the New York 5937 or 638.1613. (aft) 
1:08 p.m. day prior to advertisements must be Held every Monday at 3:30 brp Ensemble wil l  be 
publication day. received by the publisher or by appointment, replacing the Chitiri Arpi 
within 30days after the first SANITATION Harplsts who war@ not 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH publication. The public health Inspectors permittedtoleave Russia for 
WITH ORDER other then It Is agreed by the ad.. are now situated In Eby their North American Tour. Full or part.time. Here ls an 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlser requesting space~ Street. They will he pleased' TheNew York Ensemble are opportunity to earn extra 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the~ to assist with any sanltation the only other touring har. money, $6.  $8 per hour. 
Herald ln the event of fallure problems, plst in the world and wo are Training is available. 'For 
ServicechergeofSS.000nall to publish an advertisement SPEECH AND HEARING fortunate to be able to hear interviews call Joan - 636- 
N.S.F. cheques, or In the event of an error. CLINIC this ac¢onlpli.~hed group. 8392anytime (Fuller Brush), 
appearing In the ad. Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. Thlsls a rare op.poriunity to (elf) 
WEDDING OESCRIP- vertlsement as published Hearlng tosts will be done by hear skilled and talented 
.TIONS: shall be l imited to th(~ referral from family doctor muslctansperform Scarlaltl, 
No charge provided news amount paid by the ad.. or community health nurse. Bach, Bartockand Vivaldi in RECEPTIONIST- 
submlffedwlthlnonemonth, vertlser for oniy one In- 638-1155. a relaxing, pleasant at- SECRETARY 
~L~,e3 production charge for correct Insertion for the LONG TERM CARE mosphere. Required for a local real 
w~,';~;Inc; ond.o¢ engagement partlen of the advertising Offlceat No. 205.4721 Lazelle The concert will be held in estate and Insurance office. 
~k:iures. News of weddlngs~ space occupied by the in. Ave. Tel 635.9196. the Duties to Include swlt. 
(write.ups) received one correct or omltted Itemonly, Assessment and planning for P..E.N;. Leo Theatre chboard, typing, Autoplan 
r~,,~h or more after event and that there shall be no those eligible for Long Term on and those of a receptionist. 
: ~. '- ch,~*:~,., '~,ith or Ilability to any event greeter Care. NOV.~'.ap.m. Permanent  pos i t ion ,  
".,~';..~. p;.'..~;;~. $,Jb!~.d to than the amount paid for AID TO HANDICAPPED Tickets $6.00. Available at previous Insurance ex- 
co~::~nsa,';o,. ~.~,yable in such advertising. Office at No. 205.4721 the door or by membership, perience an asset but not 
~vcr, ce. Advertisements must Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. (nc14.14) necessarily required. Ex- 
comply with the British Assessment and guidance cellent starting salary and 
C L, .~. S $ I ~ I E D A N.  Columbia Human Rights Act for vocational and social Ar~nual General Meeting of usual company benefits. 
NOURCEMEHTS: which prohibits any ad- rehabilitation done b~, Skeena Golf ,~ Country Club Apply in person to Pruden & 
9!rths 5.50 " vertlslng that discriminates consultant. Social,./ and Election of of- Currle (1976) Ltd. and Braid 
Et~.gttt:',mr,,t~,: 5.50 against any person because ftcer~ ~,ill t':~ held at the. Insurance Agencies Ltd., 
;v~a~rl;,ge:. 5.50 of his race, religion, sex, SKEENACENTRE "T'errc~ce I-Iqt~l on Wed., Nov. 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. 
;Doath~ 5,50 color, nationality, ancestry Skeena Centre offers to the 1~ ~t 8 p..m "rh!s meeting is (a03O.ctf) 
Fur,orals 5.50 orplaceoforlgln, orbecause , Senior Citizens of the vital? it concerns 
Card~ )f Thanks 5.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 Terrace and Thornhill area ra!ificatton vo;e re purchase 
N~.murial Notices 5.50 years, unlessthe condition Is the following services: of 9otf club by members. All 
justified by a bona fide - Activity Centre for han- members and other In. 
PHONE 635-6357 requirement for the work dlcrafts forested citizens please BUILDING 
C~sslfled Advertising Dept. Involved. Day care for working at'end. (nc1015) DEMOLITION SALE 
people .................................. at 
~nm~- - Drop-in for companionship Skeena Valley Fall Fairs 4702 Tuck Ave. 
& coffee Association will ho~d their Phone 635.251/ 
The Sixth Annual Monday thru Friday8-4. next meeting on Monday, Wlndow~,doors, toves, G.E. 
Smorgasbord of the Terrace Transportation available. Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. in Library 
Salvation Army wlll be held Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. room of Thernhitl High trigs, sinks, tables, chairs, 
INCH~:SAWAYCLU B on Nov. 11th featuring a 635.2265. School Hwy ~,'~ st .  4000 watt heaters, 500 amp 
"l[~iS will be the.h- cnnual service, 100 watt switches, Meet every Tuesday nlght at complete assortment of 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. Native Canadian cuisine. CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN e;~dton of off!ct:rs ~nd we plumbing fittings, elactrlc 
For morelnformatlon phone Tickets are available SCHOOL holds tea and urge ovcryon~ WhO is in- fittings, toilets, lamps, 
d shes, desks, dressers-- through contacting the bazaar at the school, S;;t. ~eres~ed :o ~.ttor=d ,'hl~ vor'/ others. (a.ctf) 
Grader for hire. Will (,) 
driveway, parking lots, etc. 
Nolhlng too big or too small. 
Phone 635.9605. (c5-10) 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12, 1978, 
Dally Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (nctfn) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
S p.m..(tfn-sff) 
1974 John Deere 540. New 
engine, 4 chains, in first 
class condition. Phone 635. 
6873. (c10-10) 
Hyster 80 wheel arch. 
Suitable for D7 or Da. Like 
new. 842-5346. (010.6) 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Wall ~o w~ll carpet, new 
house. Fridge & stove In. 
eluded. Two nice people 
please. 635.7939. (p5.6) 
2 bedroom house for rent 
November 15. Phone 635- 
5986. (pl-6) 
For Rent: one bedroom. 
furnished unit at 3936, 
Mountalnvlew Avenue. 
Phone Skeena Estates 635. 
2577. (ctfn.031) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635.4453. (cff-m,f) 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking $35,000. For ap. 
pointment to view phone 635- 
3898. (p20-20n) 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRI~CTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace. 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
635.6011 
635-4094 
(at fn-026] 
nl 
Two young gentlemen with 
references require a 2 
bedroom furnished or pertly 
furnished house In town. 
Phone 635-4416. (I)5.10) 
3 bedroom house wanted to 
rent. Near the high school 
area by Dec. 1, 1978. 635.4334. 
(pS.10) 
635-3747 or 635-3023. Salvation Army. Admission: Nov. I1 from 2 p.m.-8 p.m. !mportant meeting, (ncS,~n) 
Adults $3.00. Children - 82.00. For donations plea,,,; phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
RapeRellef Between 1 and 5 p.m. (10- 435.9027. St. Matthe~,'~ ~ngllcan Girl guide cookies for sale. 
AborflonCounsalling 11n) Church Wo,:J~:~': ~f "rorrace Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- responsible couple. 
& Crisis Line for . . . . . . . .  December 11 3260. 635.3294. (nc-tfn) .635.2132. (p3.8) 
Women Learn to Fly. Join Air BAKESALE are having 
Christmas 
63841,118 Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 4p.m.at the Co-op. Proceeds Bazaar To buy or sell Avon call 
accepting applications for for the Centennial Christian Nov.25, 1978from Mary, 635.2517. (ctf-04) 
TERRACE ART September, If you enjoy Of' School. 
ASSOCIATION think you would enloy flying, 2- 4 p.m. 
InChurch Hall Firewood for Sale. Bill 
The Terrace Art Aosoclatlon rifle range, outdoor ac. Weight Weichers meetln¢ (nc15-24) Geler. Box 565, Terrace, B.C. 
Is holding a pre.Chrlstmas tlvltles end are between 13.1q. held every Tuesday at 7 p.m Phone 638-1768. (plO.13) 
Arts and Crafts sale on years of aga, pleasacalh at the Knox' United Church 
December 1 and 2. All those Mike Smith at 635.5036 or Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. A new Brownie Pack Is 
interested in participating. Bey Tasa at 635-7598 opening at the Salvation 
may write: Terrace Art ' Army, 4637 Wa~sh Ave. Herald elauifJedl 
Association, Box 82, The I.O.F. al'e holding their Registration night will be 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary Pregnant and In need of CHRISTMAS BAZAAR Tuesday, November 7, 1978 
Walker, 635.6404; Julia support? onNov.2S, 19/8 at 6:30.8 p.m. All girls bet. ~et  re|ulle! 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay Call for help from Right-to- at the Arena Banquet Room ween 7 and 10 years old are 
Ehses, 638.1403 for more Life promoters: from 1 . 3 p.m. Christmas welcome. (5.5n) Jl 
informatlnn Lisa at 635.3164 ornaments and lots of gifts 
Carol at 635-5136 for everyone. (nc24.24nov) , , , 
MILLS MEMORIAL Janna at 635.4503 
THRIFT SHOP A tea and bazaar will be held 
Mills Memorial Hospital In Knox United Church on 
Auxiliary would appreciate WANTED DONATIONS 
any donations of good, clean The Three Rivers Workshop Saturday, December 2 from BUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
clothing, any household for the Handicapped are 2 p.m. to 4:30 p,m, (no.fin) RecondiHoned bikes and repairs. Reasonable rates. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Items, toys etc. for their looking for donations of any 1931Queensway Dr. TO YOUR LOCATION 
TH R I FT SHOP. old, broken or used pieces of Do You Feel You Have 
tFor pickup service phone furnlture, also any dlsearcled ADrlnklng Problem? There 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave wood products we could usa Ishelp GEMINI EXCAVATING 
donations 3t the Thrift Shop~ for recycling or renovating. Avallahlel LTD. 
on Lazelle Avenue on Callusat 635.2238between Phone635-5636 (WesAndrews) 
Saturdays between I1 a.m. 8a.m. end.3 p.m., we will try ALCOHOLICS Backhoe Work 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. to make arrangements for ANONYMOUS Hourly&Contract 
(nctfn) pickup. N~eetlngs: . 635.34798nytlme 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United (A J12) 
Order of the Royal Purple Church 
will hold 8 Novelty Sale and Ladles Slim Line Club meets Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. ~ . . . .  
Tea on Saturday, November Menday evening - -  6: 38 p.m Mills Memorial Hospital. GOLDEN RULE 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the EIkt --  United Church basement, Sun. Breakfasl Meeting. 10 Odd lobs for the Iobless 
Hall. (no tfn) Kltlmat. (nc.10.14) to noon. Lakelse Hotel. Phone 635.4535. 3230 Kalum. II 
Wanted to Rent: three 
bedroom house or duplex. 
Required Immediately by 
Phone 
Retailer 
Olfice Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Ca~ 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
I, 1978. (ctf) 
MOBILE HOME 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build ]o suit. 
Government grant of S2$00 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada LM. 
935-5447 
For Sale: 1978, 318 Dodge 
Van. 4speed, with overdrive 
9,000 miles. Warranty valid. 
Phone 638.8231. Ask for 
Dave. (p5.9) 
Wanted: older V.W. truck, 
bus or van. Must be In 
running condition. Phone 
635.6573 - -  8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
(cS.6) 
1973 Ford F100. Wired for 
camper. Dual tanks. 82,000 
miles. Asking $2,500. Phone 
after 5 p.m. 635-9317. (c4-6) 
Gas Saver --  35 miles to the 
gallon. Excellent condition. 
1976 Ford Courier Pickup. 
27,000 miles. Asking $3,60(,. 
Phone 638-1613 days. 635-5937 
nights. (p5.7) 
CHINQOK 
TRAILER * 
SALES LTD. 
N EW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
custom vans from Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior 
paint with extremely well, 
finished Interiors and 
represent the best of  the 
personal vehicle market. 
USED-  1975 Ford F2~ 
Crew Cab - -  low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large family or contractor. 
US00. 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
power. $7000. 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass Station Wagon. 
Slightly above average 
mileage. Below average 
price. $2480. 
1973 International Travelall. 
Low mileage, power 
steering, power brakes.  
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. S2000. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radlal fires. 13000. 
1975 GMC ~/, Ton Camper 
Special Pick.up Truck. 8200 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excellent condition. $5800. 
Dealer no. D1113A. (actf.nl) 
Blue i/2 T. Dodge P.U. 4 
speed, wall to wall, AM.FM 
tapedeck. Many extras. 
Must be seen. 5445 Hepple 
Rd. 635-6701. (c8.13) 
REPOSSESSEDAND 
N EW MOBI LE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C. 
Will fly you Into Van. 
couver all expenses paid. 
Phone collect 437.4811 and 
ask for Mr. Starks. 
(810-27oct) 
For Sale: V.8 Vega. Ex- 
cellent condition. High 
performance 350. Phone 635. 
6844. (cl0-nlO) 
For Sale: 1970 Maverick 2 
dr. Needs starter. $200 OBO 
Phone 638.1916. (pS.1O) 
For Sale by Owner: Double 
wide with garage and tool 
shed. Close to school. Phone 
635.9785. (p10.13) 
12 x 68 three bdrm. trailer. 
Fully furnished. Jooy shack, 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirted in Terrace 
Trailer Court - no. 27. Phone 
638-1246. (p20.n22) 
For Sale: 1974 Homco 
Diplomat mobile home. 12 x 
68, 2 bedrooms plus laundry 
room & 0 x 16 lacy shack. Set 
up and skilled at no. 14 in 
Terrace Trailer Court. Will 
sell partially or unfurnished. 
Phone 635.5514 after 5 p.m. 
(p10.15) 
I '= 1 Odll~ c~wtw iilwaol coqmIl~ Invitation toTender 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked Janitorial Contract 
for Court House - Terrace, 
B.C. will be received up to 
3:00 p.m. local time the 15th 
day of November, 1978, and 
those available at that time 
will be opened In public at 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
4827 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
• ~' Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the abut, e 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 3rd day of November, 
1970. 
Tenders must be flied on 
the forms provided, In 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2.6) 
Bu/ing? Selling 
use HERALD 
classifieds 
I I 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile home: 
from as low as $100.0( 
down. O.A.C. ! 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome. 
Phone collect 591. 
5105. 
(cff) 
I 
FURNISHING 
A HOME ? 
Save money by checking Ihe 
Fnrnishi,lgs and Appliances 
Scclion of Ihe Classified Pages• 
People redccorale or move and 
vahlablc ilems are sold al half 
Iheir original retail price. Shop- 
ing Ihc Classified Pages is an 
• \ 
inlereshng and rewarding expe- 
rience. 
Daily Herald 
s t 
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' " '  SIGNAL 
i. [ NEWS IN  BR IEF  " , Gov't won't control,,it , by The Royal canadian WANTEDTO o,m , , • . 
Legion at 4425 Legion Ave,, SETTLE TEHRAN(AP) -- Iranian capital's streets virtuall) OTTAWA(CP)--Commu- "Itwlllbeoutintheopen-- fu r ther  ' f ragment i ze  companies elbsufficient in 
Terrace, B.C. until ]9:00 AN ESTATE Prime Minister Jaafar unchecked. Ideations Minister Jeanne my authority for police Canadian audiences, building satellites will save 
hours Tuesday, November PINKE: Re: Estate of SharifEmami submitted h i s  14, 1978 for the purchase of JANOS PINKE otherwise resignation to Shah About 500 demonstrators Sauve says the federal directives will be defined in Ottawa also was con-  800 existing jobs and create 
the house situated at 4716 known as JOHN who died Mohammed Reza Pahlavi on forced open the gate to the government never intended the legislation," she said. cerned that there would be an additional 2,000 in the 
Park' Ave., Terrace. May t9, 1977., Last address Sunday night, authoritative British Embassy and burned to assume jurisdiction over The legislation also will commercials on pay  next three or four years, 
• , . down the four-storey main any non.broadcasting si nal spell out that she will not be television. The rivalry for says the minister. 
Thin house must. be  500S Park Avenue, Terrace, sources sa id ,  as mobs removed from the property 'B.C. Anyone having shouting "Death to the huilding~ in the downtown carried on cable television, concerned with the CBC, the the commercials already Canadians will help 
development. The'U.S. and "The important thing is to awarding and renewal of was intense and there must assemble and test the third 
by Nov. 30,' 1978. All fees, knowledge of the deceased's shahl" rampaged through Iraqi ~mbassies in the distinguish between the con- broadcast licences and the he protection of. existing satellite in Telesat Canada's 
permits and Incidental coda. family . history or Tehran. ' to be born by the successful whereabouts of,ext-of-kin Is The ~ources aid Sharif- northern part of the city also tent--what is broadcasting, quality of programming, broadcasters. Anik series which is being 
Emami reel"ned duri "~" a were threatened, but rioters what are other types of As a result "of the built by the Hughes Airez'af~ 
buyer. " "?;~'-- - ";'~" i" ' were driven back by soldiers services such as data Charlottetown meeting she ';' O.A. Kalb(Fk; asked io contact': At last week's federal- 
PUBLICTRUSTEE meeting wsm me snan PUt ~ . . ,a  ~,,,t,= ' Chairman File Nu~nber: 67t002 was unknown ff the shah had . . . . . . . .  processing, teleshopping, provincial conference on the was preparing a ~licy paper Ltd. in the U.S. 
Deveiopment Committee coo Hornby Street accepted the resignation. Sharif-Einami, 69, was up- metre reading, all of these TrudeauC°nstituti°nineludedPrime Mi istercommu. on pay TV: This would be a learning The minister referred to experience for the Canadian 
• (a4.$) Vancouver, B.C. Hundreds of tanks and at- pointed prime minister by things," the minister said in nications as ene area where Canada's pace prepare as companies. Hopefully they 
VGZ 2(:5 mored personnel carriers the shah on Aug. 27 in an a recent interview. Ottawa was ready to discuss "a wonderfulsuccess story." would be in a position to 
(al.6) rolled into Tehran as rioters effort to stem Moslem op- She said this was what she 
stormed through the position to the government, had done in the agreement jurisdiction issues. A $20.4 million program an- make a competitive bid for 
she signed with Manitoba To date these demands for noanced a few weeks ago the next series of Anik 
which allowed that province provincial jurisdiction have aimed at making Canadian satellites, ays Mme. Sauve. 
Vanguard Lumper. 8'¥' , ,u~e Com,,e,e,y ,o~ded Troop withdrawal called fo r  carryingte°wn he transmission l ineScab le  ignals, cablerev°lvedtelevisionmainlYandar°undpay 
Vancouver Genera] Priced to selll Phone 635- OTTAWA '(CP) - -  Prime Last week Uganda an- 
4094. (atfn-026) bfinister Trudeau called nounced it had seized a it, who owns the thing, who Mine. Sauve said she had 
Sunday for an immediate salient of Tanzanian operates it, l just want to sympathy for the three b e  given fa elift 
BPY IMS~= withdrawal of Ungandan territory west of Lake clarify that when it is Prairie provinces' demands to  
troops from occupied Victoria known as the broadcasting, it is mine. that government-owned a c 
territory in northern Tan. Kagera salient and that "The rest of the signals telephone companies own QUESNEL, B.C. (RP) --  professional. SKI.IllS? =nia..  Tansanians in the area now that are not broadcasting we cable transmission lines. Provincial Health Minister He said the seven-ye,~r 
Inn message sent Sunday were underthedireetruleof have never pretended to Cable companies were Bob McClelland announced program to rebuild the 
to Tanzanian President the Ugandan president, have jurisdiction over--and anxious to securelicencesin Saturday a $62.7 million hospital will allow it to 
:~.~:) 9SQ |Webber of Metropolltanl ' Ju l ius Nyerere, Trudeau any intention of having the Prairie governments couver General Hospital. the best hospitals in the. [Trading at | expressed shock "at this Uganda has long claimed we dissoetate ourselves from largely populated areas but program to rebuild Van- maintain its place as one of HERIL9 ' 6~.8352 [ attack by one Com. the land, between Lake jurisdiction over," she said. wanted to make sure He,aid VGH, the largest, country. He added that th~ 
venlngs63$-69411 monwealth African country Victoria and Tanzania's It is becoming in- residents in  rural areas, hospital in the Corn- physical condition of the 
I E 1 ca another,,, his office said b0rder with Rwanda, as its creasingly difficult to already feeling isolated, monwealth , has a hospital may be the cause °'r 
~:il ~LASS| 'F |ED$ i (c5.6 in a statement, own, distinguish betwean who are should have the same quality dilapidated physical plant; the widespread staff and ad- 
. ' Trudeausaid the Canadian Ugandan.Tanzanian Ues broadcasters, who are cable of television services, buildings which should have ministration problen~ that 
:~'~ government condemns havebeenstrainedsince197t operators and who between The provinces wanted in- been torn down years ago; have plagued VGH. 
,;:~ buildings that: have been !i,;, i Ugandan President Idi whenAmincametopowerin who are broadcasters, who troduetion of cable services New hospitals are under 
~o~ Amin's declared intention to a military coup and deposed are cable operators and who to proceed orderly with a condemned by, the fire construction i Port Moody, 
~%. annex the area of Tanzania President Milton Obote. are carriers, she declared, degree of cross-subsidation marshal; and facilities that Delta, Port McNeil, Victoria 
i ;i TAYLOR, Frank Carol, 33 and granoaugmer, his troops have occupied and Obote has taken political Mine. Sauve, now into her "and that is no scandal to strain the competence' :of ~and and two in Vancouver, 
Raymond, passed away at Helen, 7, of England, son views tbe invasion with deep asylym in the Tanzanlan third year as the minister of me," observed the minister, even the most dedicated hesaid. 
i ! Mills Memorial 'Hospital Brian, 29, Vancouver; communications, aid she Along with ownership of , ,,,===~.~ 
Nov. 3, 1978. daughter Debra, 25, concern, capital of Par es Salaam. now feels she had mastered transmission lines the - -  . 
Born June 19, 1922 in Terrace; son Scott, 24, "a terribl~/ complicated Western provinces wanted to 
CarletonCorner, Annapolis Victoria; son, Kevin, 17, Fire engulfs o ld hotel  parUolio"andisbegi=ngto re ulate the ind.stry, to Large  Re ard 
County, Nova Scotia. Served Terrace; sister Vale and enjoy it. decide who gets the fran- 
ae a navigator with CR.- brothers Arch and Charles HONESDALE, Pa. (AP) were in the hotel when the A former broadcaster chises. As long as federal 
C.A.F. overseas during L., all of Bridgetown, Nova - -A  suspicious fire engulfed fire broke out about 2:40 herself, Mine. Sauve .says role of authority over 
World War II after which he Scotia and brother Ronald in a landmark tPth-century a.m. EST. she insisted upon taking the broadcasting policy was ob- 
served as a Na9igatinn In- England. Mr. Taylor was "When we arrived flames job that she wou!d not be served, Mine. Sauve in- Los t  [ rea l  3300 Tho~1f las .  
structor in winnipeg, Man, predeceased by his parents, hotel in northeastern Penn- followed by Northern Search Mr. and Mrs. Edward sylvania on Sunday and at were rolling out the front and divorced from broaacast di[:'ated no opposition. DobermanPincher. One yea=' 
& Rescue out of Namao, Taylor, four sisters and two least 12 persons are feared sides of the building," said content and confine her role l~At Charlottetown several 
Alberta. Following a'n brothers, all of Bridgetown, dead, officials said. fireman Allan Kominski. to making policy in the so- months ago she and the "People on the second and called hardware side of com- provincial communications o|d, wear ing  choker  cha in .  
honorable discharge from Nova Scotia. ~ Wayne County Coroner third floors were hanging out munieations, ministers clashed on the 
RCAF he remained in Ed- Robert Jennings said nine Ears not cut. Answers  to th~ windows screaming 'Help In fact a government bill issue of pay television. 
mantes erving with Canada Funeral service to be held bodies were found in the Tsh miunieS ~ inn ~ ~d~t Post Office until 1971 after at McKay's Funerai~Home, rub~!e~:~t~¢.e-storey me, save me.' A few jumped outlining her policy role over e era ist ~is~ ...... 
which he retired and moved 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace at ,Mle~ ith his family to Terrace, 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 7, (~ i~, , :~  d that and we got to some of the hroadcastingsoonwillhein- wa p Y 0 :~'~ name of Dillinger. Reward  three or' to t~ '~:perso  others with ladders. There treduced in Parliament. She situation, Ottawa had no 
B.C. 1978. Inlieu of flowers please are believed ead,: ; was intense heat and a lot of says she had always control, offered. Phone 635-5937 or  smake.Wecouldn'tentertbe assumed she had such a,~.," Mine Sauve said she lind 
Surviving are his wife, make donations to the He said about 20 persons building." power, been able to convince many 
Annie (nee Bruce), daughter Canadian Cancer Fund. ButthenewparllamentarY of her  counterparts that 638-1613 (atf) 
Congressional e ections clear, bill will make that authority because Ott wa pay was television involved woul  1= 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  polls in the general elections 
Americans vote for a new by the tens of millions. 
U.S. Congress on Tuesday, The leaders of both the 
b~all~p¢ce~,~.e~. ~ v e  Democratic and Republican ~-,.,..~-~,:j~ i.am~,,~;~.~ r  z.~l..~: ..~. ,.,~ ,;~ ~..'. ~ ~,' :.,~ ; .  ..... 
m,=_~=~nnt - . :~t~,~d parties agree that economic . . . . . . . . . . .  F~[~L,~)~. :~AI~ s .... ~-,.,- 
S(v=y,; i~i~ ,i; ~ei~ ~er(~-,...Gf issues~-~nflati0d, '~taxes and FR IGHTFULLY  GO~l l J  ' " ~ ' 
Proposition 13. government spending--are 
F°r further inf°rmation °n PARTSMAN" Purchasing But eligible v°ters weary upperm°st in the minds of H A L L O W E E N  of politicians' promises and the voters who will decide 
these and other job op- plumbing materials. Ex- uncertain what difference the makeup of the 96th 
portunities, please contact perience preferred. DOE. their ballots make seem C~ngress, which will begin 
your local Canada Era- PAR'IS SALESMAN - Must likely to stay away from the sitting in January. 
ployment Centre at 4630 have experience in "auto 
_  err e - - "  D R A W  PROJECT MANAGER CHINESE FOG~ COOK- pil Public education services. Must be experienced. $1000 Search for ot underway 
(Two required), per month. ,,. ~: 
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WAITERS&WAITRESSES- FERNIE, B.C.  (CP( - -  A of the B.C.-Montana border. 
WORKER - Should have Several required. Full t ime search was underway for tbe A police spokesman says 
Masters in S.W. $1533 per and part time. pilot of a single.engine an air and ground search as :"" ~' 
month. BABYSITTERS-Several airplane which crashed been launched for the W I N N I N G  
PRE.SCHOOLTEACHERS- required in Terrace. Full about 50 kilometres outh- missing pilot, who was 
Must be qualified with time and part time jobs. .west of this southeastern believed to be a Fort Lewis, 
certificate. HOUSEKEEPER-One day British Columbia com- Wash. man. His name is 
GROUP HOME RELIEF per week. $3.50 per hour. munity early Sunday. being withheld. 
RCMP said the Cessna t72 Police say the plane was ' 
PARENTS-Must b e couple (Two positions). ~ U ~ j U ~ ~ '  * - ' ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ I I E ~ I I I ~ I ~ e  to relieve regular hous  LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER - was heavily damaged in the one flight to Missoula, Mont. 
parents 8 days per month. Must be mature. Ro.m and accident and it appeared the from Spokane, Wash, The 
$840 per couple, board, pilot may have attempted to Cessna was registered tothe 
W O O D W O R K ! N .  MAINTENANCE PERSON - walk out from the crash site, Fort Lewis Military flying 
. STRUCTOR- Must be able to Janitorial and renovations, about eight kilometres north club. 
work with handicapped. $138 $138 per week. 
per week. TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must  be experienced. Schreyer thanks his party If your Halloweer erforthespe¢ial-E.G.I.Edraws 
I N S T R U C T O R f o r Negotiable wages DOE. "up against the boys with the portion letter ant Pet. 13, 20, 27, Nov. I0, 17 and 
RECREATION PROGRAMS SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must WINNIPEG (CP) - -  For Spring term. $5.00 to he fully qualified. $600 per Manitoba NDP' leader Ed bucks." match exactly th~ 24 whicl~ offer thousands 
• Schreyer  expressed  "That's thestark reality," ~" . off'ash prizes from r 
$6.00 per hour. m~mth. • 's drawn you've wo ~ 1001000 to $20. Also I IANDICRAFTS IN-  BODYREPAIRMAN-FuIly grat=tude to the party said the former premier, 
STRUCTOR- Must be able to qualified with TQ. Tw. annual convention Sunday "but inn democracy--if it's Loto Canada's 
work with handicapped. $138 lx)sitions (one in Terrace and after constituency pledges worthy of the name--that is Nov. 3rd draw. • don't  forget he 
from the convention floor precisely who you have to pit Check the num- :. December lst Draw 
per week. one in Port Clemenls). promised to reduce the yourself against." ~ for 12 chances at a 
PHYSICIAN - Gen. Prec. IS- CARPENTER - Temp,rary party's $250,000 debt by more Schreyer said the party's bets below. 
12- -15-1 -79 .  Ped . ,  job. Must be able lo plan and ihanone~fifth, financial problems are "no Checkyour 1 rnillionandSchances 
Gynecology and Obsiteric. implement plans. $13.00 per worse than in1973 or1974 but Halloween draw for $I00,000. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT I f -  50 hour. Schreyer, in an address nevertheless it is a real 
wpm lyping, I00 wpm PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
shorthand. $1006 per month. Must be experienced in chain after delegates unanimously problem." reinstated him as party A 45-second standing 
LOANS CLERK - 45 wpm link ,fencing. $13,000-14,000 leader, told the convention ovation reaffirmed the 
typing. $675 per month, peryear,  uphill battles are perennial party's support for their 
COPV TYPIST - 55 wpm TOW ' TRUCK DRIVER - for their party because it is leader. 
typing. Casual. $4.00+ per Must be experienced and 
hour. have air tickel. O,mmisslon ipli ,,r wages ..00.  00 per Seamen to face disc ne 
Must have experience. $4.,10 hirer. I per h.ur. COMPOSING ROOM NORTT VANCOUVER, face serious consequences. 
PROJECT MANAGER - F~r FOREMAN Mus! be B,C. (CP) --  Thirty Filipino ' The telegrams were 
st(~refr,nt fo~l (mtleP... $180 journeyman . r  have four seaman who went on strike delivered Friday to the ship 
per week. years experience, onboard their ship for higher at the Saskatchewan Wheat 
pay have been told by their Elevator dock by a . z~ 
government hat even if representative of Westward , : . .  ~.. 
their strike in port here is Shipping Ltd. H370 i87 , . . . , ,$100,O00 Kt , ,93~t . . . .  ,.$.1.00,O00 J444663, , , , ,  ,t:.iu~)~)'"~ 
TASTY AND HASTY successful, they will face H . -9OtE IP , . . .  , .$1 ,000  I<....~:;93',':;I.. , . . .  $1 ,000  ,J.-.44663. , , , . ,~ t .o00  
MICROWAVE BAKEDB.C. APPLES disciplinehome, when they return ()scarA telegramTerries, chiefSignedlegalbY H .... 0189, , , , ,  ,~200 K ....... 93~t  , , , , ,  ,$200 J ..... 4663,  , . . . .  ~200 
Telegrams from the officer of the seamen's H ......... 1EI9,* . * **$100 K ............ 3 ' ,5 t , , , , , .$100 ,J ........ 663 . . . . .  ,~J.O0 
The simple things in Hfe from top to allow steam National Scamen's Board of board, said: "This beard will H ....... t39, . . . . .  $?0 I,~ .............. '51 . . . . . .  $'2,',) ..l ............ 63 . . . . . .  $?O = I II1|1 -~  - 
) = are often the most nutri- to escape. Combine filling the I hillipines and the not tolerate action by in- 
lions -- and taste the ingredients and spoon into country's Coast Guard have dividusls or single groups of W,, . . . , i  Ikk,,I tttlttd~l,l.. ~,tl I,,, t,~n,loml~,,t,~tlme updl'w'nto fl~el°~hLm~tllt" Stip ,![..)rdW t'.~SurprmeDec. IstPackdges av,~*lal~h' 1Ol ptil'.:hdSt., ,]| 
bestt cavities. Sprinkle with warned th~ strikers aboard individuals which jeopar, lhedboveh~,t,mdlheoltic*alcomputerl mnl'°t*t°ll~*zcsv'mn*ng 
lltllT111l'l?'i thv l,tth*l ,d~all l)t'evad . grated cheese, as desired, the 3l),000-ton freighter d izcs  the  majority of  I .  t l . 'evvn!,d ,h~, =epen,'~ I,rtv.,,vn 
Grace Itiver thai their as- Philippine seamen, officers 
Micro-cook using high ti,,nsa,'eillegala,,dtheywill and engineers." THE GAME KEEPS GETTING BETTER 
4 B.C. Mclntosh apples setting 5 minutes. Let 
1 tablespoor~ralsins stand several minutes to 
2 tablespoons butter finish cooking and to c(ml Coast ( ,uard rescues four 
3-4 tablespoons brown for eating. . UI,AK ISI,ANI), Alaska aboard. They were reported 
sugar ~AI,) I.'our men were Saturday in good condition. 
i I teaspoon cinnamon Makes 4 servings, rescuvd by the Coast Guard TheCoastGuardinJuneau 
grated cheddar cheese Friday night after their 15- identifledthosetakenaboard 
Note: if cooking more metre fishing boat sank off as Mike Ilutchinson, Gary 
apples, add one minute here. Kemp and Mike Itedfern, all 
Wash and core apples, cooking t ime for each The cutter Iron Wood, of Seattle, Wash., and An- thony Lopez of Tacoma, 
Peel a rim of apple skin additional apple, based in Adak, took the four Wash. 
) ~ '(k 
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o......,,,,,,,,,...=.,,.v,o,.,o,.,,, Crossword ' : ' F  l' " = ,o , ,  May I recommend awonderfully supporlive group who . . . . .  call themselves "The Compassionate Frlends"--a self. 12 I U t4 
help organization for parents whose children have 
grief is lessened by quietly listening to one another, . , [ 
sharing experiences, talking over their feelings and ACROSS 43 Frem-- to DOWN 19 Crim~a| ~;18  ,9 I !~ ,o  
I I I chapters in the United States--several in your state. 1 Pigment Beersheba 1 -- o'shanter offense . The person who made me aware of "The Com- 
passionate Friends" said, "losing a child is positively 
the worst thing that can happen to a parent, and the 
only people who can understand it are those who have 
been through it. This organization was a lifesaver for 
me,"  
The natlanal coordinators are Arnold and Pnul.a 
~amrou, whose 10-year-old aughter wns killed in an 
accident. The Shamreses will provide informntion 
about his organization toanyone who writes to them at 
P.O. Box 3247, Haileah, Fla. 33013. Please enelose a
stamped, self-addressed nvelope for their reply. 
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are trying hard to cope 
with the most heartbreaking tragedy a parent could 
ever experience--losing a child. 
DEAR ABBY: What would you do if you received the 
Our son was only 18. We're sure he didn't want to end following card: 
his life. He died of an overdose of drugs. He had "Happy Birthday, Buy yourself a $10 gift, and send 
everything tolive for. He was an honor student, a fine me the invoice." 
athlele, good-looking and popular. He had such great 1. Ignore it. 
plans for the future, and had already been accepted to 2. Buy gift, and send invoice to giver. 
the unlversity of his choice. He had never been in any 3. Thank giver of gift (?) and forget it. 
kind of trouble and we never knew him to touch drugs P,S. the gift (?) is not from a spouse. 
of any kind. He wasn't an addict; He was a green kid BIRTHDAY BABY 
experimenting with pills and angel dust (PCPL 
I don't know why I'm writing to you, Abby. except 
that our son used to read your column every day and he 
thought you were a "neat lady". Maybe I want to ask 
you to tell kids who read your column to stay away 
from drugs. They just don't realize what a terrible 
priee they might pay for wanting to get "high" or 
experience new sensations. 
And yes, Abby, he was our only son. 
HEARTBROKEN IN N.Y. 
DEAR BIRTHDAY BABY: Find a book on etiquette 
that Includes "gift giving", and send him an Invoice. 
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of 
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be 
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 
with a long, sell-addressed, stamped (28 cents) en- 
velope to Abby, 132 Losky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
90212. 
Horoscope 
Fra.ces Drake 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
.your birth sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Don't be taben in by a casuai 
acq~d~tunce who promb~ 
the world but can't deliver. 
Old friends are the best 
frtends~ u you'll discover. 
~,u~us  U~ (Apr. 21 to May 21) 
A run, antic setback bss you 
down in the dumps. Don't 
all your time brooding. 
An intefestod relative could 
suggest a solution to your 
problem. 
GEMINI 
June 21) Mi'l~ ;~ (May 23 to 
Be sure you get out fer u 
social evening because an 
unusual and unexpected 
adventure awaits you. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) Wq~ 
Don't get so wrapped up in 
your own world that you have 
no time to listen to the 
problems of a elose friend who 
needs advice and guidance. 
LEO 
<~uly ~ to Aug. = ~  
love makes your world go 
round.., and all because you 
show someone special how 
much they mean. Putting It in 
words makes all the dif. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. =) "~ 
Your well-meanin8 advice 
will go unheeded. Keep your 
temper under control and try 
not to be aggravated by 
stupkUty. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. ~ to oct. 23) -n -~m 
Avoid giving ultimatums or 
you may have to live with 
results that make you 
unhappy. Leave the way open 
to furthor communication. 
sco~,o nl,,,,~l;~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
God's in his heaven and all 
is Hght with your world today. 
Your mood is marvelous, and 
should remain so all week. 
sAGrrr~m~s ~y 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
A friendship may be broken 
over money, leaving you down 
and disillusioned. Someone 
you trust will cheer you up. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Sometimes you're careless 
when It comes to financial 
matters. A good day to check 
out the bcokkeepbg and see 
Just where you stand in the 
dollars and cents colunm. 
AQUARIUS . 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~ ~ 
Your opinion of an in-law 
may be right on target, but 
best keep it to yourself. 
Vocalizing could only stir up 
family problems. 
(Feb. 20 to ~t,~tr. 20) 
You'll need all your tact and 
diplomsey to get through a 
difficult eneountor today, but 
there's a bonus: You'll enjoy 
the challenge. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
an intellectual bent that 
sometimes sets you apart 
from others, yet your natural 
enthmdamn wins you many 
friends. You have a definite 
flair for the theater but could 
do well in publie life or in the 
executive suite. You enjoy art 
and moslc and will always 
include them in your life. You 
appear supremely self. 
confident but sometimes 
suffer inner doubts. Birthdste 
of: Eugene Dobs, labor 
leader; Art Garfunkel, singer; 
Tatum 0'Neul, actress. 
©19'/8 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
containers 
6So far 
9 Emulate 
Helen Hayes 
12 Concerning 
13 Wallach 
or Yale 
14 Ovine 
comment 
15 Island 
country 
16 Light 
source 
18 Shade of blue 
20 Exude fumes 
21 Tree 
23 Theater sign 
24 Catchers' 
wear 
25 Charge 
against 
property 
27 Ooze 
29 Spectrum 
member 
31 Spectrum 
member 
35 Mode of 
transport 
37 Zola heroine 
38 Carries 
41 B & O, et al. 
44 Fortan and 2 Actress Zl Heavyweight 
Lincoln Merkel notable 
45 Closely 3 Expre.~ed f~ Cardinal, 
• tangled indigestion at times 
47 Honorable - -  4 Within: 24 French 
49 Spaces comb. form month 
53 Road curve 5 Wounds ' 26 Mest affable 
53 Wheel 6 Spectrum 28 Tennis star 
~ompenent member 30 Auto need 
54 Actor Greene 7 Israeli port 32 Jacob's 
55 Ruby or 8 Stonnum possession, 
Sandra 9 Red as -- etal. 
56 Weather 10 Editorial 33 Spanish 
vane mark queen 
direction 11 War sights 34 Light brown 
57 Site of 17 Poseidon's 35 Spectrum 
KruppWorks son member 
Average solution time: 25 rain. 35 Cowed 
39 Corpulent 
4O Taut 
4~ like 
yesterday's 
bread 
45 Behave 
dreamily 
45 Aphrodite's 
son 
45 Frost 
50 Chemical 
suffix 
10-27 51 Oriental 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle, currency 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
l 
21 22 226~ 
NNN "1 I 
mP N I 
CRYPTOQUIP 10-27 
VLZTDTML FTOOFL  VLZMTDR 
ZLMTFLV 0 RL  P IV  LV  Z l  P IR  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp --  COMMUTER SUCCUMBS TO 
THE MOB'S RUSH. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: I equals A
'roe Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in whi,'h each 
letter used stands for another. If yon tidnk that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short woros, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you dues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
~) 1918 Kb~ Features Syndkate, Inc. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
F: 
t~ %/ , ,  .., 
IT',,R T I /~E FOR ~',o/d 
LEARN WHO HIS  
I HATES RAVMON P 
I ~EXTER,  T%L ~TA~r  
I WITH H IS  OFFICEK 
ui.o I.GCK A WINI~OW 
ENTY ,STORIES LIP/ , 
CATFISH , ,  By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
_ - _ - _ -  . . .  
• } E~/E~, ' r~ ~0E-5~ I '-" I t ~--~-~- ~ .~,~E~". T~'-~ I, 
, ~ \ \ so~ b~p. .  ,.-4 ;I ~~E4.~' ' ' "  /I Irk, ~ ~ PHII..C)~C:)PH'CAL- ) ~ ~I Y ASOOT ~,i l~.,e / J q 
. . . .  
the WIZARD OF ID 
~pN~.y HAv~ 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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"Look, as soon as a private room becomes 
available, you'll get one." 
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